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A TURNING POINT IN
CLEANING TECHNOLOGY
Be there for the dawn of a new era in autonomous cleaning.

An exceptional technical innovation is described as a quantum
leap. Extend a warm welcome to our cleaning robot KIRA
(Kärcher Intelligent Robotic Application) with us at INTERCLEAN.
Discover KIRA and lots more innovations at our exhibition stand,
where you will have the opportunity to test out our new equipment. We look forward to your visit.
www.kaercher.com
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»Unbelievable yearly salary for an American
›janitor‹ – for working nearly 24/7.«

Non-stop, day and night
A “janitor” earning 270,000 Dollar per year? Incredible, but apparently true – according
to welt.de.
At least according to a payroll list released by the non-profit organization Transparent
California, which publishes information on salaries and bonuses financed by taxpayer
money. Liang Zhao Zhang works for San Francisco’s public transportation system.
He earned this impressive sum (approximately 255,645 euros – nearly five times
as much as his American colleagues) by cleaning metro stations 16 hours a day, on
average 114 hours per week. Overtime pay increased his (already considerable) basic
salary of 57,945 Dollar by 162,000 Dollar more. On top of this, he received bonuses
of 51,247 Dollar.
These figures – which may inspire envy but even more so, suspicion – led to investigations.
A local TV station found out that the San Francisco metro payed Liang for working 365
days per year. He worked overtime nearly every day. In one month he worked 17 hours
a day, 18 days straight. Vacation, time off? No need!
Just like any of us, the TV journalists also asked themselves how this workaholic
could survive such a mammoth program. During their research, they discovered that
the janitor took short naps in a small room – at least on the two days the TV team
checked: a 54-minute and a 90-minute nap on one day; a 90-minute and a 78-minute
nap on another.
Fraud or exploitation? The more the facts became known, the greater was the outrage.
The employer – which completely supports the employee – vehemently dismissed all
accusations. Zhang does all overtime requested and is a hard and reliable worker. His
supervisor allegedly monitored his time card; breaks, however, were not recorded.
In any event: Whether this is self-exploitation or fraud by the employee, or unscrupulous
exploitation by the employer – such blatant and completely absurd situations, in my
view, are only possible when no effective legal regulation exists.
Despite some (understandable) dissatisfaction about the extensive legal regulations
here, we should be glad that such uncontrolled situations are not possible.
They would serve neither the industry nor building cleaners.
Yours truly,
Peter Hartmann
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Look to the Future
Not even available on the market yet and already nominated
for an award: Marvin, the cleaning robot. Half robot, half
scrubber-drier - Marvin is the perfect companion.
An everyday team player
The person demonstrates how to clean a room
and Marvin imitates.
A productive relationship
Marvin enables you to optimise task sharing
between man and machine.

11 Page 52 _ Everyone is talking about
digitization. Refer to our management
section for information on how digitization
becomes significant for building service
providers and how operational systems
can be connected in a way that allows FM
teams to deliver a smarter service.
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See Marvin and other world cleaning firsts
live at Interclean: Hall 1 / Stand 319.
We look forward to your visit!

15 - 18 May
Hall 1 / Stand 319
www.wetrok.com
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Hanspeter
Bressa
 Photo: Uzin

Uzin: Hanspeter Bressa
new Marketing Director
Hanspeter Bressa (49) is the new
Marketing Director for national
and international marketing at
Uzin. He has been at the company for 17 years; he most recently was the M
 arketing Director
of Uzin France’s subsidiary in
Paris. He s ucceeds Alexander
Magg, who left the company at
his own request.
Regina
Henrich
 Photo: ISSA

ISSA: Regina Henrich new
European Manager
By the appointment of Regina
Henrich as European Manager,
ISSA continues to promote the
interests of the global professional cleaning industry.
Regina Henrich’s most recent
role as a strategic management
consultant is just part of the
extensive corporate and marketing experience that she brings
to her new position. Her career
path also includes positions as
International Marketing Director
at Tana-Chemie, Germany, as
European Marketing Manager
at Ecolab Europe, Switzerland,
as well as a variety of roles at
Diversey.
Focussing on the broad scope
of her new role, Regina Henrich
stated: “It is particularly appealing to me to cooperate with
partners from different areas of
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the cleaning industry, to build a
deep trust and to work together
to further promote the positive
contribution and value of cleaning to health, environment and
earnings improvement.”
The creation of Regina Henrich’s
position is another step in ISSA’s
commitment to deepening services and support in the European market, combined with new
educational workshops, more
member networking events, and
new business tools and market
data planned for 2018.
Max
Teichner
 Photo: Apleona

Apleona: Max Teichner
heads international FM
Max Teichner (46) took over
the Facility Management
International business area at
Apleona and was appointed to
the group’s Management Board.
He is responsible for the real
estate provider’s foreign FM
activities except in the Austrian
and Swiss markets. Teichner
was most recently Chairman
of the Management Board and
CEO of the CWS-boco Group.
Apleona HSG Facility Management International has more
than 7,000 employees in 24
countries. Teichner is working closely with Otto Kajetan
Weixler, Chief Operating Officer
(COO) of the Apleona Group,
who handles FM activities in the
DACH region (Germany, Austria
and Switzerland), as well as with
Dr. Gert Riegel, Head of the
International Corporate Clients
business sector, who manages
the transnational portfolios of
major industrial clients.

Johann
Glasli


Photo: Deiss

Deiss boosts sales
in Austria
Emil Deiss, provider of garbage
sacks and bags, is developing
its sales in Austria. Johann Glasl
is the company’s new Sales
Manager in Vienna. The 33-yearold has some twelve years of
experience in the field and as a
Key-Account Manager.
Emil Deiss was founded in 1931
as a bag factory. The company
is the market leader in garbage
sacks and bags in Germany and
Austria, according to its own
information. The company’s
headquarters are in Hamburg;
it has branch offices in Austria
and other locations.

Lucart acquires
CEL Technologies & System
Lucart, producer of MG paper, t issue
products and a irlaid products, has
purchased the assets of the Spanish
group CEL Technologies & System
and thus aims to strengthen its
market position on the Iberian
peninsula. The acquisition was completed on January 31, 2018 through
a newly established company,
Lucart Tissue & Soap S.L.U.
With this operation, Lucart has
acquired three production facilities
near Bilbao, Spain, designated for
the production and 
c onversion
of tissue paper as well as the
production of pesonal care soaps
and detergents for the Away from
Home industry. The facilities include
a de-inking plant allowing Lucart
to develop their expertise in the
production of recycled ecological
tissues further.
Due to the priviledged geographical
location of the facilities, the
company will be able to serve both
the Iberian and the French market.

Lucart’s project for restarting the
business includes an investment
plan of more than 20 Million
Euro over the next five years. The
company has confirmed 146 jobs in
the three plants acquired.

Diversey acquires Twister
Diversey has entered into an agreement to acquire Twister Holding AB
and its assets for an undisclosed
amount from private equity firm
Polaris.
Headquartered in Söderköping,
Sweden, Twister is the owner of
a patented system for daily floor
cleaning using floor pads impregnated with billions of microscopic
diamonds which clean and polish
the floor mechanically.
By acquiring Twister, Diversey has
taken a further step to strengthen
its market position and to offer integrated solutions between chemicals, cleaning machines, robotics
and tools.
“We believe that all customers
will benefit from the combination
of both companies’ innovations,
application expertise and global
reach,” said Robert Kreicberg, CEO
of Twister Cleaning Technology AB,
illustrating the future mutual path of
Diversey and Twister.

Miele increases participation at Yujin Robot
Miele is expanding its cooperation
with the Korean robotics specialists
Yujin. Currently, Yujin Robot is producing a j ointly developed robot for
Miele. The common objective of the
two companies now is developing
new robotics applications.
Yujin Robot is thus carrying out a
capital increase in which Miele will
contribute some 40 million euros.
The two companies began their
partnership in 2012 with the development of the Scout RX1 vacuum
robot. Sales of the successor robot
Scout RX2 began at the turn of the
2017/2018 year – among other
things with features such as transmission of live images from the
home to tablets or smart phones.
The Scout RX2 was also developed
jointly by both partners. It is produced by Yujin. Miele maintains that
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it is the European market leader for
floor vacuum c leaners, with over
2.5 million units sold per year.
Yujin Robot was founded in the
Korean capital of Seoul. The company develops, produces and

markets robotics products and
components for use in domestic,
commercial, logistics, and other
application areas. Today, Yujin has
circa150 employees and earns
45 million euros annually.

European Cleaning & Hygiene Awards 2017 announced
The winners of the European Cleaning & Hygiene Awards 2017 were
announced at a gala dinner at the Parco dei Principi Grand Hotel in Rome
on November 9, 2017.
The judging panel, composed of Michelle Marshall, editor of the European
Cleaning Journal, Johannes Bungart, Director, BIV, Juan Diez de los Rios,
President, ASPEL, and Lynn Webster, Director, Lynn Webster Consultants,
recognized the following companies and persons for their contribution to
keep up the standards of excellence in the professional cleaning sector
Europe-wide:
33University of Wolverhampton und SmartTask: best use of technology
by contractors in their cleaning programs.
33Julius Rutherfoord & Co.: commitment to and investment in training.
33FBD und Derrycourt Cleaning Specialists: excellence in client/contractor
partnerships.
33WE Italia SRL: distributors – excellence in added value initiatives.
33Markas – Montichiari Hospital Project: sustainability – best practice
in implementing principles throughout the business.
33Maximum Impact, Breedweer Facilitaire Diensten: workforce –
excellence in employee relationships, diversity & inclusion, rewards
programmes, et cetera.
33LIFE (Labour Intensive Facility Event) – ANIP Road Show: best initiative
raising the profile and perception of the professional cleaning sector –
locally or on a wider level.
33BeSense, CSU: groundbreaking technological innovation of the year.
33Jan-Hein Hemke, Facilicom UK: inspirational leader of the year.
33Avril McCarthy, Derrycourst Cleaning Specialists: greatest individual
contribution to driving up standards of excellence within a cleaning
operation.
33Adolf Kruse: the Lifetime achievement award.
The awards were launched by the European Cleaning Journal and are
organized by the Environment Media Group. Diversey Care was the event
partner and Lucart was the silver sponsor for the 2017 awards. Other
sponsors included Afidamp, Brightwell Dispensers, Ceris Burns, Greenspeed,
Interclean, Nilfisk, Magris, Truvox und Werner & Mertz.
In 2018, the presentation of the European Cleaning & Hygiene Awards will
take place in Berlin. Refer to www.echawards.com or awards@europeancleaningjournal.com for further information on the event and conditions
for participation.

The
winners
of the
European
Cleaning
& Hygiene
Awards
2017.
 Photo: ECH
Awards
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Essity’s Tork PaperCircle recycling service received an award at the European Paper Recycling Awards 2017. From left: Carsten Bauer (Essity), Sara
Lundström (Essity), Simona Bonafè (Member of the European Parliament),
Åsa Degerman (Essity) and Peter Purmer at the awards ceremony.

Photo: Essity

Tork PaperCircle receives Recycling Award
Essity’s Tork PaperCircle was honored at the European Paper R
 ecycling
Awards. The paper towel recycling service was one of four finalists nominated in the “Information and Education” category.
This award distinguishes projects, initiatives and campaigns that support
paper recycling and contribute to more sustainability in Europe. Among
others, the jury consists of Members of the E
 uropean Parliament, including
Simona Bonafè, whose ressort is waste legislation. The awards ceremony
was held at the European Parliament.
Tork PaperCircle keeps used paper towels in the raw-materials cycle and
ensures that they are reused as new tissue products. Essity pick ups used
towels from the customer, recycles these and manufactures new paper
products from them.
“Tork PaperCircle proves how important it is to include producers in the
entire product lifecycle. Essity shows how sustainability and industrial development can be joined by a common denominator,” said jury member Simona
Bonafè, who is responsible for waste legislation in the European Parliament.
Tork PaperCircle is currently being used in pilot projects in Germany and
the Netherlands. One of its German customers is the Commerzbank.

German Design Award for 2018 High-Pressure Trigger Gun
Kärcher won the German Design Award 2018 in the “Industry” category for
its Easy!Force Advanced high-pressure trigger gun. This prize is awarded
to manufacturers and designers in Germany for innovative products and
projects that represent pioneering contributions to the German and international design landscape. At the CMS 2017 Berlin, Kärcher also won the
Purus Innovation Award for its product.
The most characteristic feature of this ergonomic accessory is its trigger,
which is located in the handle and activated by the ball of the hand. Virtually
all effort after initially squeezing the trigger is eliminated; the recoil from the
water jet pushes the trigger into
the hand by itself. This eliminates
the permanent strain on hand
and finger muscles that can occur
with conventional high-pressure
cleaning pistols, and also prevents cramping.
Kärcher’s Easy!Force Advanced
High-Pressure Trigger Gun is the
recipient of the German Design
Award 2018. Photo: Kärcher
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Recruiting trainees and young employees

Berlin service provider films a
reality-TV series
German premiere: The reality series “CrewCrew von Gegenbauer” started in early November
of 2017 with weekly sequels on YouTube. The CrewCrew is a motivated ragtag group of
Gegenbauer trainees. The service provider’s goal is to use the reality format as a new and
innovative recruiting instrument.
In the Forum section of the August edition of rationell reinigen
(page twelve), we presented a project of the Federal Trade Association of Building Service Providers (BIV) that is trying new
approaches for recruiting the next generation. The project includes
a Virtual Reality film made specifically for young people who are
seeking an apprenticeship. It shows them the daily professional
life and work sites of building cleaners.
Interested young people attending training fairs or action days can
get a virtual look at the building cleaning vocation. For example,
they can virtually climb to the top of a skyscraper in Berlin and
watch an industrial climber lowering himself down the side of the
building to clean its glass façade until it shines.
Or they can see how a team cleans exhibits like an old Trabant or
billboard in the permanent collection “Everyday Life in the GDR”
in the Museum in Berlin’s Kulturbrauerei. The film can also be

The team had to overcome the most varied challenges during the project.

Photos: mc-quadrat
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seen on the trade association’s website (www.die-gebaeudedienstleister.de/beruf-und-karriere).
To recruit the next generation, Gegenbauer (Berlin) is also trying
novel ideas. This requires formats and media that emotionally
attract young people and – as the saying goes – pick them up
where they’re likely to be found: on YouTube, and using a docu-reality series. Six teens face the toughest challenge of their lives as
young apprentices. They live together for one week and have to
carry out a series of crazy tasks that push them to their physical
and mental limits. After all, they only have one goal: throwing the
coolest party in Gegenbauer’s history.

The format
The CrewCrew is the first docu-reality series made by Gegenbauer
and has appeared weekly on YouTube since November. This means

Secret CrewCrew star: a charming old Citroën van that was converted
into an event-bus.
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that a German company is now using a multi-part reality format
as a new, innovative recruiting instrument. Its presentation and
content is oriented explicitly to young people between 14 and 20.

The channels
The series and a teaser have appeared on YouTube weekly since
calendar week 45 in 2017. The videos are accompanied by a social
media campaign on Instagram and Facebook. The Instagram campaign focuses on high personalization of the young actors and
pushes the target group to identify with them. The Facebook page
offers more extensive information on the Gegenbauer company
and its training and employment opportunities.

The campaign
The CrewCrew is a social recruiting campaign developed by the
Gegenbauer Group. Its purpose is primarily to convince t eenagers
of the advantages of an apprenticeship with the company. In addition, its intention is also to strengthen its employer branding and
heighten the brand’s overall attractiveness as an employer.
Claus Kohls, the Group’s HR Head, says: “Gegenbauer is becoming
increasingly cool. Anybody who joins the Gegenbauer staff will
experience an exceptional example of team spirit, togetherness
and tolerance. Just like the CrewCrew – this is what we want to
show.”

The implementation
The mc-quadrat content and branding agency in Berlin developed
the idea for the campaign and its implementation. Together with a
social media influencer and content specialist from Thic, mc-quadrat produced the series in Berlin.

Great atmosphere at the CrewCrew graduation party and with
Gegenbauer’s HR director Claus Kohls.
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The industry’s next generation
The situation on the vocational training market has become critical.
Building service providers are having increasing problems finding
the next generation of employees. Imagination is needed for a company to present itself as an interesting and attractive employer. The
next pages show how three companies in the industry advertise for
trainees.

They even imported and completely transformed a vintage car
from France for the production. Over four months of preparation
were involved in this production, which is still unprecedented in
Germany. A special challenge was finding the appropriate protagonists, as Tom Kalányos, project manager and head of digital media
at Gegenbauer, says. “It was very important to us to focus on the
trainees as authentically as possible. We wanted real emotions,
real team spirit, and real friendship among all participants. This
is what makes the project so unique and special. The trainees play
themselves quasi – not a role. This is why the series is so attractive
to the target group, which is exactly what we hoped to achieve.”

The goal
The series and its young protagonists already have a number of
fans. Gegenbauer also wants to appear at trade fairs and other
locations and events that are relevant for the target group. The
CrewCrew vintage car is fully functional and brings the stars of
the Gegenbauer series together with potential new recruits.
The company’s goal is to bring its web series into the real world –
with a real cast and opportunities to communicate about personal
N
professional goals.
rationell reinigen | markus.targiel@holzmann-medien.de

The crew behind the CrewCrew: a large production team was responsible
for the success of the series.
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Simone
Hansmeier,
HR & Organi‑
zation Man‑
agement,
ADU Urban
Service
Group,
Paderborn.

Photo: ADU

Volker
Hofmann,
Purchaser
and Depart‑
ment Head,
Personnel/
Legal, Kötter
Verwaltungs‑
dienst‑
leistungen,
Essen.

Photo: Kötter

Uwe Böhme,
Managing
Director
Gebäude
reinigung
Lissowski,
Aachen.
 Bild: Lissowski

Employer attractiveness, training, career development

Focusing on opportunities
Recruitment of young employees is essential for the service industry as the situation on the
vocational training market is increasingly difficult. Here are three examples of how trainees
have been recruited.
33 Simone Hansmeier, ADU Urban Service Group, Paderborn
The ADU Service Group trains apprentices in four areas: building
cleaning, professional protection and security, HR services and
office management. To attract trainees, companies must demonstrate both the attractiveness of their profession and their own
appeal as an employer. Many secondary school graduates are not
aware of the skills demanded of building cleaner apprentices or
about the further education and specialization opportunities open
to them. We are looking for junior trainees who are really interested in this hands-on apprenticeship and passionate about the training content. We were thus delighted that our trainee Dilara Uzun
graduated as one of the class of 2017’s best building cleaners.
We address potential candidates via different channels. Classic
advertising in online job and trainee exchanges with chambers
of commerce and in vocational training centers is of course one
way. But we find it much more fruitful to speak directly with
potential candidates. This is why we expanded our presence at
the “Dream Job 2017” trade fair in Paderborn. We had a larger
booth and explicitly used trainees to staff it. After all, who can
speak more authentically about the training in our company than
apprentices themselves? Parallel to this, we involve our trainees
in the recruitment of new apprentices. In the project “Find the
Apprentice”, our trainees are in charge of recruiting next year’s
class – from applicant management to organizing open houses all
the way to participating in applicant interviews. They even have
a vote on which candidates should be selected.
We have also received positive feedback for our cross-medial
HR marketing campaign “Employees Recruit Employees” and
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“Services Searching Providers”. In particular with the latter
campaign, we want to demonstrate that we are looking for high-
achievers. Our photo series show our own employees in their professional work with customers. For example, we really do have
a hygiene specialist for industrial cleaning in a large brewery.
Each HR marketing activity, however, is only as good as the spirit
behind it. In discussions about the ADU Service Group as a values-oriented employer, our employees are the best recruiters. This
is how Dilara Uzun found us three years ago. As a journeyman,
she will soon begin her further studies to become a master in this
trade.
33 Volker Hofmann, Kötter Services, Essen
The services sector – like all branches – is suffering from a shortage of employees. In light of current demographic changes, this
will only get worse and have a serious impact on recruiting the
next generation of young workers. Especially for a personnel-
oriented service provider, retaining the employees of tomorrow
has long been a strategic success component. The effort we put
into personnel recruitment and marketing is correspondingly
extensive. It should come as no surprise that the progressive digitization has left its traces. Instead of classical print advertising,
other channels have long become “en vogue”. Aside from an attractive website with a jobs and careers section, plus Facebook and
all therest, we find it important to include short, exciting films on
vocational training programs or company offers.
But personal contact is just as in demand as ever – at job fairs,
in our recruitment centers or at joint events with economic asso-
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ciations and (trade) schools. These can contain such things as
“Girls’ Day”, which strives to attract more women to traditionally
male domains, the “TalentDays Ruhr”, which features practice
stations with information, for example, on vocational training
for the building cleaning profession, or “Dialog with Youth”, at
which upper-level corporation managers answer questions from
school-students. Especially here, many attendees come due to
word-of-mouth recommendations.
Our measures are succeeding. In 2017, we were able to fill over 90
percent of the open apprenticeships nationwide. At the same time,
well over 80 percent of the trainees who completed their training
this year were offered positions.
But recruitment alone is not enough. For lasting market success,
long-term retention is the second important pillar. Here, in addition to salaries that exceed collective bargaining pay scales, the
most important components of this are personal development
chances, extensive further training offers and educational opportunities as well as company cultures characterized by openness,
fairness and trustful cooperation.
33 Uwe Böhme, Gebäudereinigung Lissowski, Aachen
Lissowski Glas- und Gebäudereinigung has been active in Aachen
and the surrounding area for over 50 years. We train young people
in the areas of office management as well as glass and building
cleaning. Good employees are a service provider’s most valuable
asset. Since I took over the company in 2013, my top focus is
employee satisfaction. A pleasant working environment, good
prospects for promotion and further education are essential, in
my view. Currently, for example, one of our office management
employees – a former apprentice – is completing her part-time
studies toward a Bachelor of Business Administration. We also
offer our glass and building cleaners the opportunity to become
state-certified disinfection agents or to attend technical schools
for their Master certification. Good conditions pay for themselves.
The majority of our apprentices remain at the company after their
training. Thanks to our good reputation, we can also fill training
vacancies by word of mouth. Our website and Social Media channels such as Facebook, where potential trainees can find out about
us, are a great help. In addition, we advertise our positions on
public transport vehicles, cooperate with employment agencies
or run ads in print media.
The situation on the vocational training market is increasingly difficult, I find, because secondary school graduates are unfortunately less and less willing to perform manual labor during often inconvenient working hours. Additionally, glass and building cleaning
has a negative image, which I honestly do not understand because
this profession is highly interesting, varied and future-oriented –
even in the era of digitization. Our project Cleancopter – glass and
facade cleaning using cleaning drones – has clearly shown that we
as a company are clearly a first-league player and prepared for the
N
future.
rationell reinigen | markus.targiel@holzmann-medien.de
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Basic sanitary cleaning

The hour of truth
Basic sanitary cleaning gets to the bottom of stubborn dirt in bathrooms and toilets and removes
it. In contrast to most weekday maintenance cleaning, basic cleaning is generally done at larger
intervals and only for certain occasions.
When are cleaning teams needed for basic sanitary cleaning
tasks? In schools and preschools, this type of thorough cleaning
is done during vacation so that children start the next school or
preschool year with clean toilets. Swimming pools are cleaned at
the beginning or end of the outdoor season. Sanitary facilities in
hospitals, assisted living, and nursing homes are often i ntensively
cleaned to eliminate the most stubborn dirt in the hardest-to-reach
places – often upon every change of patient or occupant, but not
only then.
Intensive cleaning is also the established practice upon c ompletion
of building construction so that the user finds thoroughly
clean rooms upon first use. The same applies when objects are
transferred, for example when the owner or renter changes.
Sanitary rooms in the industry – rooms that are under c ontinuous
stress daily – also receive regular basic cleaning. The main
principle is that intensive public use requires regular sanitary
basic cleaning.
The goal of basic sanitary cleaning has always been to remove
particularly stubborn, visible dirt such as cement residue, oil
or grease stains, natural oils from skin, or lime scale. Mineral
stains such as urine scale or also manganese, gypsum, rust or
lime d
 eposits that are related to tap water, likewise require basic
cleaning at regular intervals. Water quality and/or pipe materials
such as iron, lead or copper can also require thorough cleaning.
Basic s anitary cleaners contain acids; this means that the s urfaces
to be treated must be waterproof and acid-resistant. The same
applies to ceramic flooring, sanitary ceramics like washbasins,
shower partitions, toilets and urinals as well as stone tiles in
entrances. Before b
 eginning to work, material tests should be
carried out.

requires well-trained employees. Mineral deposits such as lime
or rust are time-consuming to remove with acid-free products.
Using mechanical aids on sensitive materials can shorten the
handling time, but create the risk of damaging or destroying the
surface. Abrasive cleaners make surfaces rough and porous, which
favors re-soiling. This is often visible from scuff marks after basic
cleaning with scouring powder or abrasive pads on porcelain,
plastics or chrome fittings.

Care of cement seams and aluminum surfaces
The RK list includes cleaning agents that have been proven to be
compatible with ceramic surfaces and seams when used correctly.
In general, cement mortar joints are lime-bound material that
disintegrates with very acidic product solutions. The lime-bound
material no longer holds and is washed out of the compound

Where must acidic basic cleaners be avoided?
They may not be used on acid-sensitive surfaces such as plastic
toilet seats, on lime-based materials such as marble or artificial
stone as well as on calcareous natural and artificial stone.
The same is true for granite because it contains minerals like
iron that can oxidize. This can cause the stone to rust and show
rust stains.
Cleaning surfaces in sanitary blocks that are not acid-resistant
requires much more time because more products must be used for
basic cleaning. This increases the danger of confusion and thus
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The goal of basic sanitary cleaning has always been the removal of
particularly stubborn, visible dirt. Before beginning the work, material
tests should be carried out. 
Photo: Dr. Schnell
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Basic cleaning in sanitary areas

This is the process
Sanitary floor tiles: pre-soak tile areas with seams; apply
cleaning solution. Can be done with foam gun. Floor tiles are
cleaned w
 ith one-disc rotary machine and brush. When m
 anually
cleaning, use of micro-bristle mop. Use roller brush machine for
machine c leaning to reach seams. After cleaning, thoroughly
rinse s urfaces with clear, cold water. Alternatively, remove
dissolved dirt with high-pressure cleaner. Clean stoneware or
safety tiles with micro-porous surfaces, microfiber mop covers
or m
 echanically with roller brushes that have microfiber or
melamine cleaning pads.
Sinks and fittings: apply cleaning agent and wipe with nonscratch cloths. Wet acid-resistant fittings with cold clear water
and then treat with basic cleaner. Mechanically re-treat lime
and other deposits around fittings with non-scratch cloths and
cleaning milk if needed. Rinse detergent residues thoroughly with
clear water.
Walls: larger surfaces (walls, doors, partitions) are usually cleaned
with squeegees and w
 indow/tile mops. Alternatively, apply
cleaning solution with foam gun. Manually clean small surfaces
with cleaning cloths. Thoroughly pre-wet cement-bound seams
of wall tiles when using acidic cleaners; subsequently, thoroughly
rinse off cleaning residue with clear water. Mechanically treat
seams with seam brushes if necessary. Afterwards, rinse with
clear, cold water.
Toilets/urinals: flush, raise toilet seat and lid, squirt concentrated
cleaning agent into toilets and urinals, including rims. (Do not
use conventional/surfactant-based cleaning agents for waterfree urinals that trap odors with oil-based barrier liquids. By
emulsifying the barrier liquids, the cleaning agents could affect/
eliminate their function. Use conventional sanitary cleaners on
water-free urinals with odor-trapping rubber membranes.) Clean
toilets and urinals on the inside with toilet brushes. This cleans all
visible siphons. Thoroughly wipe and dry toilet covers and seats
with all-purpose cleaner because sanitary basic cleaners can alter
the colors of plastic surfaces.

by water. Because basic sanitary cleaners are adjusted to be
acidic, tiled areas must thus be thoroughly treated with clear
tap water before and after basic cleaning. Caution is also needed
when cleaning aluminum frame elements of shower partitions.
Aluminum reacts very sensibly to mechanical treatment as well
as to highly alkaline or highly acidic cleaning solutions. It should
therefore be cleaned only with a suitable, diluted acidic cleaner.
Here, too, the part should be thoroughly rinsed with clear water
after c leaning. Alternatively, non-abrasive cleaning milks in
connection with non-abrasive sponges/pads can be used to clean
lime and dirt from aluminum surfaces.
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Plastics often have low acid-resistance
The quality of plastics – e.g. toilet seats – varies. It can never
be assumed that the material is acid-resistant. Toilet-seat
fittings often have limited acid-resistance because the plastic
usually contains lime aggregates. The constant use of any acidic
agent containing urine or uric acid should be avoided. In daily
maintenance cleaning, toilet seats should be wiped with clear
water after cleaning.
During basic cleaning, only all-purpose or neutral cleaners should
be used. Plastic surfaces should be wet-cleaned with the product
solution. Manufacturers recommend that after cleaning, hinges
be dried with a soft cloth so that no moisture remains. One thing
applies for all basic sanitary cleaning: the cleaning interval and
the system used must be coordinated.

Problem: mold or mold stains in seams
Mold stains are blackish-brown discoloration on cement and
silicone joints. These are the excesses of mold. Mold infestation
is always the result of high humidity connected with inadequate
air circulation and ventilation. It is definitely not the result of
inadequate cleaning. Mold can only be removed from seams by
exchanging the seam material. Removal of the damaged material
and its replacement by specialists with special fungicidal seam
material is recommended. In addition, the ventilation should be
adapted to ensure better air circulation. Alternatively, the seams
can be treated with chlorinated products. This is only a short-term
remedy, however, because it only bleaches the seam surface. The
mold can quickly grow again from the seam material to the surface. Thus, mold cannot be removed with and killed by chlorinated
products in the long term.
Red deposits on seams are so-called red algae, which results from
high humidity plus dirt deposits on tiles, seams and even the seals
of shower partitions. This can be prevented by basic and regular
cleaning of the seals with a seal brush, which hinders dirt and
algae from collecting in the porous material.
The main requirement for this is strong basic sanitary cleaners
with the right acidity levels. They must also be gentle for humans,
materials and the environment, and may not contain any volatile
acids such as the particularly aggressive hydrofluoric, acetic or
hydrochloric acids. Additional requirements include that basic
sanitary cleaners be viscous enough to adhere to vertical surfaces,
which makes them compatible with surface disinfectants and puts
them on RK lists. Corrosion inhibitors that prevent rust are also
helpful components of basic sanitary cleaners.

The interval is important
Maintenance and basic sanitary cleaning should be completed at
suitable intervals. The greater the intervals between maintenance
cleaning procedures are, the more frequently basic cleaning must
be carried out.
In contrast, the more regularly and specifically maintenance
cleaning is done, the more seldom basic cleaning is needed. The
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result is that efficient, regular maintenance cleaning significantly
reduces the extent of basic cleaning. This increases profitability.
Just like any other type of cleaning, in basic cleaning, it’s the
application that counts. Stable bottles that fit in the cleaning cart,
have slanted spray nozzles and easy-dosing caps have proven
especially effective for reaching hidden dirt under toilet rims. It is
also important that basic cleaning products can be easily rinsed off.
These are all requirements met by basic cleaners using Milizid (Dr.
Schnell), for example. “Basic cleaning products must deal with the
most stubborn dirt. They must be effective yet gentle for humans,
materials and the environment,” says Dr. Thomas Schnell, acting
partner of the company. Basic sanitary cleaners must be suitable
for the most varied situations. The first prerequisite is the right
composition.
Usually, basic cleaning of sanitary facilities is limited to p
 roblem
areas such as cleaning calcified aerators, manganese dioxide or
manganese deposits in toilets or urinals, graying or yellowing tiles
and seams, or mold on tile/wall seams. But graffiti removal on tiled
walls, plastic partitions or odor removal are likewise required of
N
basic sanitary cleaners.

Maintenance and basic sanitary cleaning should be completed at suitable intervals. 
Photo: Dr. Schnell

Franz Felbermeir, Dr. Schnell | heike.holland@holzmann-medien.de
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Washroom dispenser systems

Little helpers – great
hygiene and order
Dispensers for hygiene products don’t only guarantee economic consumption. They also
contribute to a clean and hygienic appearance, even in heavily frequented areas. The prerequisite? Selection of a system that meets on-site needs and conditions.
Well-kept, hygienic washrooms are not only business cards
for companies, clinics, schools, preschools and other publicly
accessible areas. Adequate hygiene is also necessary to prevent
the spread of pathogens. Dispensers for soaps and skincare products, toilet paper and towels meet these demands. Likewise, the
inconspicuous helpers ensure economical use of sanitary products.
But which systems are best suited for which sanitary areas?
“Thanks to the great variety of products offered, every washroom
can be optimally outfitted,” emphasizes Steffen Schulz, operating
manager of Dumont Reinigungsservice in Merseburg, Germany. To make sure that the suitable system is used, some object
and user-related criteria should be considered during selection.
“Customers don’t often ask for dispenser systems,” concedes the
master building cleaner. “This is why service providers should
thoroughly explain their advantages,” continues Schulz. Toilet

paper and towels are indispensable in sanitary areas. The Working Conditions Act also prescribes the provision of hand-washing
agents, and if necessary, disinfection and skin care agents.
Sometimes, service providers take responsibility for objects whose
washrooms already have dispensers. “In this case, the system
should be thoroughly examined. Has it become outdated, or does
it no longer meet current standards? If so, it’s good to recommend
that the customer exchange it for a more modern or effective system,” advises Steffen Schulz.

Various supply models
There are various models for providing dispensers and regularly checking and refilling them. Either the customer or
service provider rents them from a manufacturer or distributor and has them maintained and refilled by service provider
personnel during cleaning operations. Another option is for the
customer to purchase the dispensers and task the service provider
with their regular supply. Finally, the service provider can also buy
systems and rent them to customers, including service.

Select dispensers according to need
In the latter case, the service provider should realistically estimate
the risk of damage. “To keep the financial burdens of vandalism
as low as possible – especially in unwatched and busy public toilets, robust systems are advisable,” emphasizes Schulz. It is also
advantageous when the manufacturer can provide spare parts and
the service provider can carry out small repairs himself. However,
there is often a discrepancy between the service provider’s ideals
and the client’s willingness to invest: “Washrooms are cost factors,
after all. Often, we have to be very persuasive in sales meetings to
convince customers of their benefits,” admits the master building
cleaner. If the budget is tight, it’s better to recommend low-cost
systems, even though these must be replaced when damaged.

Visually coordinated
Sanitary areas should be both visually appealing and hygienic.

Photo: CityClean
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Dispenser systems should be visually coordinated with each other
and the other washroom furnishings. Combining products from
different manufacturers is thus not recommended. To simplify
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service provider profile

things for washroom users as well as cleaning personnel, dispensers must fulfill minimum criteria, regardless of their price segment. Toilet paper dispensers, for example, must be large enough
that the paper does not run out between cleaning intervals. “Nothing is more unpleasant for users than finding no more paper,” says
Schulz. It should also be easy to remove. Reserve rolls of toilet
paper in washrooms is not a good solution. “Particularly in public
toilets, there are always people who will fool around with them or
just take them,” warns the master building cleaner.

Energy consumption important
It is thus necessary to know the on-site needs and under some
circumstances, to choose larger dispensers. A viewing window lets
cleaning staff see the current filling levels at any time. Using thin
but particularly economical toilet paper is unpractical: “Because
more is used, no money is saved,” says Schulz. It’s better to fill the
dispenser with multi-layer, tear-resistant paper.
This is also true for paper towel dispensers. “There are many
types of dispensers, ranging from those for folded paper towels
to those for textile towel rolls all the way to touchless dispensers,” explains the master building cleaner. The latter, in his view,
are particularly advantageous and economical because they only
dispense one sheet of tear-resistant paper, which is normally
sufficient for hand-drying. “Dispensers for folded paper towels are often over-filled. If the user wants to remove one sheet,
many others also come out and fall on the floor,” says Steffen
Schulz. The various electric hand dryers offered by many manufacturers are an alternative. Their use only makes sense in sanitary areas, however, where no vandalism is expected. In addition,
their energy use should be calculated during the decision-making
process.

Added value for service providers
Public washrooms should be equipped with at least one dispenser containing a skin-friendly hand detergent. Especially in the food and medical sectors, disinfectants as well

Dumont Reinigungsservice, Merseburg
Dumont Reinigungsservice GmbH was founded in 1990 in
Merseburg. Its Managing Director is Dagmar Dumont. The m
 aster
workshop offers a wide range of services, from glass cleaning,
building and maintenance cleaning to carpet and upholstery
cleaning, louver and radiator cleaning all the way to basic c leaning
of floorings as well as construction cleaning and decluttering. In
addition, the company has specialized in cleaning crime scenes
and environmentally friendly cleaning processes. 70 employees
work with 300 customers.

as skincare products are required to comply with the high
hygiene standards. The products must be safe, both in
cosmetic as well as dermatological regard, and should thus be
made by recognized manufacturers.
For hand hygiene, arm-operated dosing dispensers are the best
solution; in hygienically sensitive facilities, they are indispensible
because this technology reliably prevents germ transfer. Viewing
windows give cleaning staff an overview of the filling level at
all times.
In Steffen Schulz’s experience, dispensers that can be filled from
neutral containers are preferable to cartridge refill systems due to
their easier handling and more economical consumption.
Waste containers should also be carefully selected.
“When a container for used paper towels threatens to overflow
soon after maintenance cleaning, the entire washroom looks
neglected,” says the operating manager of Dumont Reinigungsservice. Closable, opaque containers are advantageous. This should be
particularly obvious with containers for used sanitary products. In
addition to an improved image for the customer and the supplier,
the provision of object and user-oriented dispenser systems offers
synergetic effects. “Sales of the associated hygiene articles can
provide added value for service providers,” explains Steffen.  N
Reinhard Wylegalla | peter.hartmann@holzmann-medien.de
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Microfiber cloths can work alone to remove bacteria, without the need for chemicals.

Photo: Chicopee

Application of microfiber textiles

Cleaning is vital to halting the
spread of infection
As the fight against healthcare acquired infections continues, the introduction of microfiber to
cleaning is playing a vital part in stopping bacteria being spread, whether it be from one surface
to the next or from floors to high-touch areas. Read about the science behind cleaning.
In Europe alone, around 37,000 people die every year from
infections contracted in healthcare facilities. The prevention of
infection is fundamental to the safety of patients and the quality
of care they receive. Therefore, halting the spread of infection
remains a key priority for the health and care home sector around
Europe. It is estimated that around one fifth of infections contracted
while a patient is receiving health care could be prevented through
the adoption of a stringent cleaning protocol.
A recent multi-center study in Europe showed that the p
 roportion
of infected patients in intensive care units can be as high as
51 p
 ercent, with around one third of cases being health care
associated. The longer a patient stays in ICU, the more likely they
are to contract an infection. The direct cost of this to E
 uropean
health care systems is significant – around seven billion Euro
– reflecting around 16 million extra days spent in hospital. In
addition to prolonging hospital stays, other repercussions of
infections can be the creation of long-term disability, and an
increased resistance to antibiotics.
Keeping patient areas clean is a major challenge for any health
care facility, a problem which is made more difficult to solve
by often conflicting advice from the manufacturers of cleaning
materials about how to carry out an effective clean. This arises
from a general lack of clinically-based trials for testing the most
popular ways of cleaning.
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What can change?
Popular laundering practices are often insufficient for removing
microbes from reusable cloths and towels. The American Journal
of Infection Control found that even after laundering, 93 percent
of cloths – including those made from microfiber – still contained
high levels of potentially dangerous bacteria.
The MRSA virus, for example, can survive for up to 21 days on
traditional cleaning cloths, which in tests were found to spread
around one third of bacteria collected onto the next surface to
be cleaned. While germs remained on reusable microfiber cloths,
none were found to be transferred.
Switching to disposable microfiber cloths in place of reusable
ones removes both the requirement for time-consuming laundry
and the danger of bacteria surviving on the cloth. However, not
all microfiber cloths are created equal. Lower-quality cloths can
contain as little as 25 percent microfibers, compared with leading
brands which are constructed from 100 percent microfiber.
Generally speaking, the finer the fibers, the higher quality the
cloth. Standard microfiber is measured at between 0.7 and 1.0
decitex, whereas some of the leading brands can be as fine as
0.1375 decitex – or around one-hundredth the thickness of a
human hair. Not only does a thinner, splittable fiber deliver a
highly effective bacteria removal rate, the cloth itself is bulkier,
stronger and more absorbent both when wet or dry.
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The mechanics of microfiber
Amid increasing concerns about antimicrobial resistance, it
is reassuring that microfiber cloths can work alone to remove
bacteria, without the need for chemicals. High-quality microfiber
cloths contain millions of tiny fibers that work together to sweep
up and entrap dirt and bacteria within the cloth itself. This is
known as the capillary effect – the microfibers are positively
charged while dirt and dust is negatively charged and is therefore
attracted to the cloth.
This method of ‘mechanical cleaning’ leaves the surface free
from 99.99 percent of microbes, without the use of detergents
or chemicals. Disposable cloths designed for short-term application are discarded after use, eradicating the danger of bacteria
being spread.

From the floor upwards
Removing bacteria from high-touch surfaces such as call buttons,
bed tables, linen, clothing, patients’ personal items and medical
devices is obviously a vital part of a stringent cleaning routine.
However, research has shown that hospital floors may pose more
of an infection risk than had previously been thought.
A recent study by the American Journal of Infection Control
found that bacteria on the floor of patient rooms and corridors
was easily transferred to hands and high-touch surfaces when
items came into contact with floors. Despite these items being
thoroughly cleaned and disinfected, these surfaces were all at risk
of c ontamination from bacteria, including staphylococcus aureus,
or the MRSA virus when they touched the floor.
While facilities may have strict hygiene procedures in place to
clean surfaces like tables, sinks and bed rails, the same regimes
are not necessarily applied to the floor. Despite the fact that floors
can be heavily contaminated, often limited attention is paid to their
disinfection as they are not frequently touched by hand.
Electronic cleaning machinery may be too large or noisy to be
used in busy public areas, such as hospital corridors and waiting
rooms. Wet-mopping floors can take up to ten minutes to dry fully,
putting patients, staff and visitors at risk of accidental slips and
falls, while the danger of cross-contamination exists even after
string mops have been laundered.
The introduction of short-term use microfiber mops, which are
able to pick up and trap bacteria, is a useful weapon in the fight
against infection. Some disposable products feel very thin and
flat, while washable microfiber pads may still retain bacteria
even after being laundered. The latest mopping tools, designed
exclusively for use with disposable mops, offer a soft foam base
that is s pecifically angled to allow dirt and debris to be trapped in
the center of the mop.
Designed to match the results achieved by traditional mopping
systems, the latest generation of microfiber floor mops  harness
technology to deliver the same durability and cleaning performance with the significant bonus of an outstanding bacterial
removal rate. Like short-term use surface cleaning cloths, the
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mops are simply discarded after use, eradicating the danger of
cross-contamination.

Food for thought
Kitchen hygiene should always be of the highest standards,
and especially so in hospitals and care facilities, given the fact
that patients and residents are more vulnerable to infection and
nutritional risks than healthy people.
The mortality rate outbreak of food-related illness in hospitals
has been proved to be significantly higher than community outbreaks. This makes the case for all staff, whether domestic or
nurses, involved in the role of food to be specifically trained in
safe food hygiene practices and HACCP (hazard analysis critical
control point).
While following basic procedures such as regular handwashing will
help prevent the spread of germs, there are other c onsiderations
to take into account. If not dealt with properly, cleaning cloths
themselves can be a source of infection as damp, dirty cloths and
towels are the perfect breeding ground for germs. In addition,
low-quality cloths can be difficult to rinse thoroughly, which is
not only time-consuming for the user but risks allowing odours
to develop. A further disadvantage is that rather than picking up
bacteria, inferior cloths can simply move it onto the next area to
be cleaned.
The risk of cross-contamination in this way can be eliminated
by the use of a microfiber cloth in place of a traditional woven
one. In the same way that microfiber is used in surface cleaning,
it can be employed in the kitchen to pick up and trap grime and
bacteria. Some of the leading brands are even suitable for direct
food contact, while their durability makes them exceptionally
cost-effective.

Color-Coded Cleaning
As well as switching to higher quality and microfiber wipes,
another recommended method of combating the spread of germs
within a kitchen is to introduce a system of color coding.
In essence, color-coded cleaning is the process of designating
a particular color to cleaning materials used in different areas,
covering all manner of kitchen equipment, including cloths, floor
mops and chopping boards.
It has long been good practice to use a color-coded regime with the
aim of halting the spread of germs across different areas, reducing
the danger of food poisoning. Leading materials providers will
produce cloths and wipes in a range of different colors, supporting
N
HACCP recommendations.
James Taylor, Chicopee | markus.targiel@holzmann-medien.de

James Taylor
Marketing director for EMEIA (Specialities) at Chicopee,
manufacturer of specialty cleaning wipes and materials for the
professional market.
www.chicopee.com
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Infection control in the healthcare sector is the result of cooperation among all parts of a laundry service.

Photo: Fotolia/amixstudio

Controlling infections in the healthcare sector

Laundry technology
on the front lines
The escalation of antibiotic-resistant, pathogenic bacteria – such as so-called superbugs
like MRSA, which is increasingly resistant to normal treatment – is making the need for
better infection control procedures and workflows more and more urgent. Laundries are at
the forefront of the fight against infections.
Every laundry service in the healthcare sector has long been
responsible for infection control. Regardless of whether the facility
is in a hospital, nursing home, assisted living facility or a dental
practice. In the last decade, new viral threats from the growth of
world travel have made establishing global disease prevention
standards a central issue.
The greater presence of antibiotic-resistant pathogens – so-called
superbugs like MRSA, which is increasingly resistant to normal
treatment – is intensifying the need for better procedures and
workflows. At the forefront in the battle against the spread of
infections are laundries. “Forget everything you previously
thought about laundries, i.e. 50-year-old washers and dryers
operated by unskilled workers,” says Christoph Kampmann,
regional sales manager for Germany at Alliance Laundry Systems.
“Modern laundry services have become high-tech environments
staffed by well-trained employees.”

New standards set the course
In Europe and the United States, new guidelines were established
with the intent of preventing microbial contamination and the
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spread of bacteria. Germany has taken a leading role by setting
very strict standards in order to comply with RAL norms for
handling hospital laundry. To obtain the RAL-GZ 992 (and NF EN
14065 [European standard for Textile care in healthcare]) quality
label, laundries must fulfill certain regulations and pass internal
as well as independent external inspections.
The basis of all specified standards is the simple focus on
understanding where the risk of infection exists. Simultaneously,
proactive measures must be taken to control this risk. It is obvious
that separating clean and dirty laundry is an essential element
here. It must also be accompanied by the setup of the laundry, the
procedures used, and especially the training of the staff.

Constructing a physical barrier
A clear solution for guaranteeing the separation of clean and dirty
laundry is the use of a barrier washer for the laundry service.
By installing the washer in a wall, this simple solution creates
a physical barrier. The washer drum is filled on the side of the
room designated for dirty laundry. After washing, it is removed
on the other side of the barrier – which is solely reserved for
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clean l aundry – then dried and further processed. Barrier washer/
spinners come with varying capacities; suitable machines are
available for nearly every application and budget in the healthcare
sector. Manufacturers of industrial laundry machines, e.g. Primus, offer hygiene-barrier washers with capacities ranging from
18 to 180 kilograms.
“When a strategy for developing an in-house laundry is being
planned in order to prevent the spread of infections, barrier
washing/spinning machines are a relatively economical solution,”
Kampmann explains. “The physical separation of clean and dirty
laundry eliminates a number of risk factors right from the start.”

Design options
If the room circumstances do not permit the setup of a b
 arrier
w asher, the facility manager should concentrate on doing
everything possible to organize the available space in a horseshoe
shape. The idea behind this is similar to a barrier solution. Dirty
laundry is brought into the room for sorting and pre-processing
through one door (at the upper end of the horseshoe); the clean
laundry then leaves the room through a door on the opposite side
(the other side of the horseshoe).
“The primary goal of every laundry service is eliminating the
prerequisites for cross-contamination, which can occur when dirty
and clean laundry are handled in close proximity to each other,”
continues Kampmann.
He recommends that facility managers in the healthcare sector
first meet with local laundry technology dealers. These experts
can help them develop a location-based solution or determine
whether machine upgrades could increase protection against the
spread of microorganisms. “Such dealers must have experience
in the healthcare sector,” emphasizes Christoph Kampmann.
“This guarantees that they have a solid basis of knowledge and
installations they can draw from in order to assess the specific
requirements of the laundry service.”

Equipment: considerations
In regard to equipment, laundry facilities need washer/spinners
with advanced, programmable controls that flexibly adapt to
different wash cycles. Not only do programmable wash cycles
enable individual handling of loads based on their degree of soiling.
They also ensure that these machines can be adapted to changes
of regulatory standards. With today’s microprocessor controllers,
laundry services can control every phase of the washing cycle –
from the temperature and mechanical action to the times of the
different phases all the way to the amount of chemicals.
The demand for hygienic, fresh wash seems to be never-ending in
the healthcare environment. This is why laundries must be able
to rapidly process loads.
Here, facility supervisors must keep in mind the spin speeds
(centrifugal force) of washer/spinner machines. Laundries that
previously used machines with a centrifugal force of less than
300 g are greatly handicapped in their overall processing time.
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Washer/spinner machines with centrifugal force of 300 g or higher
remove significantly more moisture from laundry than models
with lower values. This reduces drying times and costs.

Avoid over-drying
Laundries in the healthcare sector should also use dryers equipped
with moisture sensors. These detect the degree of moisture in the
load and dry the laundry to a pre-programmed degree of dampness.
Dryers with moisture sensors eliminate the phenomenon of overdry laundry. Over-drying increases operating costs, reduces the
useful life of the laundry and wastes electricity.
“The c ombination of spinning with high centrifugal force and
highly effective m
 oisture sensor technology significantly reduces
the time needed to process loads and increases the productivity of
facilities in the healthcare sector,” explains Christoph Kampmann.

Security with management systems
Additional new laundry technologies (e.g. Primus’s Trace-Tech)
can further rationalize the management of laundries in the healthcare sector. Such management systems are linked to the facility’s
equipment and fulfill several functions, including creating and
revising wash programs or monitoring machine status (remaining
time, in operation/standby/unloading/error) and can send a text
message or email if a machine needs service.
But the most important thing for the healthcare sector is that
the software can print a record of process data such as water
t emperature, cycle and water-level. Because regulations

increasingly require washing processes to be checked, such
protocols are useful evidence of compliance.
“These modern systems make it much easier for facility heads to
monitor the performance of their processes,” says Kampmann.
“Regulations for laundry facilities in the healthcare sector will
only become stricter in the future, and it will be the manager’s
duty to quickly provide data that confirm adherence with the corresponding procedures.”

Next technological steps
Without a doubt, the rules that govern workflows in health sector
laundries will become stricter. But today’s laundry technology has
been developed to give managers the tools needed to deliver clean
results via customized wash cycles, as well as to ensure efficient
consumption of water and power.
Monitoring systems bring technology to the next level by providing
facility managers with data that demonstrates observance of the
relevant processes. But the human element of this work must also
be considered, and management must use such data to further
supervise and train their employees.
Infection control in the healthcare sector is the result of c ooperation
among all parts of a laundry service: well-trained employees,
fast, efficient and programmable equipment, and extensively
N
documented facility procedures.
Christoph Kampmann | peter.hartmann@holzmann-medien.de
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Cold plasma disinfection for surfaces and air

Killing bacteria without chemicals
Despite stringent hygiene, many bacteria, germs and viruses are difficult to contain – even with
special chemical disinfection procedures and substances. An innovative procedure that uses
cold plasma to disinfect surfaces and especially air promises to be an environmentally friendly
and healthy alternative.
Hospitals are the ideal situation for multi-resistant pathogens
to learn life’s essential survival skills. Here, they experience the
most diverse types of disinfectants and antibiotics, which helps
them learn to adapt and live on. Until now, there has been no end
in sight for this often-described vicious circle.
Bactericides, sporicides, fungicides, and virucides have primarily
one goal: to target and kill the designated organism. But what
if germs and bacteria could simply be filtered away – with no
chemicals at all? Werner Lehnert, ventilation technician and
managing director of the Lehnert Company in Bad Wörishofen,
asked himself precisely this question. He has developed a novel
method for cleaning air that effectively removes bacteria, germs,
viruses, mold as well as unpleasant odors: cold plasma. In recent
years, cold plasma – an electrically conductive particle mixture –
has repeatedly been suggested for medical use. Cold plasma was
even talked about as a silver bullet against cancer; it was said to
target and kill tumor cells. It was also mentioned that s cientists
saw the fight against multi-resistant pathogens as a possible
application for cold plasma.
The cold plasma technology developed by Werner Lehnert is now
reality for facilities in the healthcare sector. The company’s type

Principle behind air cleaning with cold plasma
air purified
by modern
oxidation
processes

HPG3

odors, pollen,
volatile organic
compounds,
mold, bacteria,
viruses

MRSA

Stachy- Pseudo- H1N1
botrys monas

Candida
albicans

Listeria
Streptococcus
pneumoniae

E.coli

H5N1

Source: Lehnert Lufttechnik, Graphic: rationell reinigen

HPG2 and HPG3 cold plasma generators use high f requencies to
generate plasma at room temperature and atmospheric pressure.
This creates cold plasma that comes directly from the air. Cold
plasma leads to the formation of polarized particles and reactive
chemicals, especially including those from the H+ and OH–
element groups, which are both plentiful as well as highly reactive.
Cold plasma is significant due to its four characteristic properties:

Comparison of different air purification technologies
effective for
(1)

efficiency
(1)

initial costs
(1)

selective
(1)

regenerative
(1)

average service
life (1)

large space needs
(1) + (2)

pressure loss
(2)

1

mechanical
filter

standard

C

low/
medium

low

yes

yes

low/medium

medium

medium

2

mechanical
filter

hepa

B+C

high

low/
medium

yes

no

low

medium

medium/high

3

ESP

ESP

C+D

medium/high

medium

yes

yes

high

medium

low

4

activated carbon

standard

A+B

medium

medium

yes

no

low

medium

medium/high

5

activated carbon

impregnated

6

ionization

C+D

7

ionization + UV

B+C+D

8

photocatalysis

A

low

A+B+C+D

medium/high

A+B+C+D

high

9

cold plasma

10

cold plasma

+ water

A

Indoor and outdoor air contains many pollutants,
which can be classified as follows:
A gas and steam
B biological contamination
C solids such as dust and smoke
D moisture such as fog or suspensions
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(1) average evaluation of different systems on the
market
(2) evaluation with the same air flow of prepared
air under standard conditions

Source: Lehnert Lufttechnik; Chart: rationell reinigen
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Cold plasma generator made for installation. 

Photos: Lehnert

33
It polarizes particles, i.e. new charge carriers develop from
neutral gas molecules which then collide with accelerated ions
and electrons. These are highly reactive and either partially or
totally oxidize atmospheric pollutants.
33
It is a catalyst for different reactions that are unusual for the
surrounding conditions,
33
eliminates bacteria, viruses, molds and
33
bundles particles.

Mobile cold plasma air purifier.

though the efficiency of cold plasma may vary, Werner L ehnert
attests it the high probability of rendering all toxicological
s ubstances like MRSA, Candida albicans, 

S treptococcus
N
pneumoniae, H1N1, H5N1, E.coli and Listeria harmless. 
Bianca Flachenecker | heike.holland@holzmann-medien.de

Principle of cold plasma sterilization
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ALLE

Operational cold plasma generators create electromagnetic
radiation that can influence the environment outside of a metallic
housing. A high-frequency, high-tension electric field generates
plasma under atmospheric pressure with the ambient t emperature.
BATTERIJEN, LADERS EN ACCESSOIRES
This leads to the formation of polarized and reactive articles
such as H+ or OH-. According to Werner Lehnert, cold plasma
responds to all air and surface pollutants – but its effectiveness is
different depending on its composition. The following results have
already been achieved by installing cold plasma generators in the
ventilation and air conditioning systems of offices and residential
buildings, hospitals and senior care facilities:
33
Bacteria: neutralization of up to 99 percent.
33
Viruses: neutralization of up to 99.9 percent.
33
Molds: neutralization of up to 99.9 percent.
33
Dust particles in general: neutralization of up to 99 percent.
Tests in healthcare facilities must still be conducted, but h
 ospitals,
nursing homes, hospices, commercial kitchens and laboratories
are among Werner Lehnert’s target groups. This applies in
particular to health protection – for example of people with weak
immune systems on oncological or quarantine stations, as well as
in nursing homes.
Air purification with cold plasma has another positive effect: it can
bind and thus eliminate odors. This is an attractive and particularly
safe solution for curbing unpleasant smells. Compared to other
air purification technologies (see table, page 22), cold p
 lasma is
especially convincing due to its non-selective functionality. Even
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Wiping Systems

Many variations of wet wiping systems with wide mop covers or flat
mops are available. 
Photo: rationell reinigen

Double mop systems are more expensive to purchase, but they have
the best life-cycle costs. 
Photo: Uwe Büttner

The right system is crucial for success

Mopping floors – but how?
One mop or two, dry mopping or using the double mop method, microfibers, cotton or mixed
fibers: the choice of system is decisive for how economical or competitive a cleaning enterprise
and its performance are.
In the case of maintenance cleaning, up to 80 percent of the
overall cleaning time is needed for hard floor coverings, d
 epending
on the type of rooms. Floor cleaning times lie by 70 to 80 percent
for surfaces that get a lot of foot traffic. In sanitary areas, the
cleaning time needed is only ten percent. How economical a
system is depends on various factors. These include the hourly
output per square meters, the quality of the cleaning results, the
durability and operation of the system, the performance of the wet
mop cover and – what should never be neglected – the preparation
and purchasing costs. Generally speaking, three groups of wet
wiping systems are found. First, the classical wide wiping system
with a flat mop and basket or flat wringer. Second, the double
mop system with basket or flat wringer. Third, the floor mop or
spaghetti mop with basket wringer.

26
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Selection criterion number one: area performance
The systems differ in their operation, a ppearance, areas where
they are used, and purchase price. The crucial factor for the usage
and purchase price, however, is the hourly performance per square
meter and thus, the efficiency of the system. The cleaning results
and/or quality tend to be secondary. When used correctly, all
common wet wiping systems result in clean, streak-free surfaces.
Even problematic flooring like fine stone or safety tiles can be
cleaned well with all systems if the crucial factor is observed:
having the right mop covering for the floor.
Because ergonomics plays an important role in floor cleaning, we
will only look here at 40-centimeter-wide mopping systems.
S ystems that are 50 centimeters wide, or microfiber mops
on uncoated or open-pored floors have such a high cleaning
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 echanism that the mop can only be moved with difficulty. This
m
often leads to health problems or illness-related absenteeism.
Thus, 40-centimeter systems are primarily used for maintenance
cleaning.

Figures on hourly output per square meter
33The performance per square meter depends on the mop fiber and
construction of the wiping cover.

33If cotton mops are used, the hourly output sinks by up to 50
percent, regardless of the system.

Selection criterion number two: cost
Many variations of wet wiping systems with wide mop covers
or flat mops are available. They vary primarily in their appearance, weight and the material used for the mop holder as well as
the type of mop uptake and operation. In regard to their hourly
performance per square meter, these variations tend to play a
secondary role and are a question of personal taste. As far as
9
the purchasing and lifecycle
.12 2018
5
costs of the various systems
0
nd EAN
a
go, things are a little different.
t
S RCL
These costs have a one-to-one
TE
IN
effect on efficiency and should
be the second factor considered when selecting a system
– after the main criterion of
hourly performance per square
meter.

33Microfiber with a share of viscose is around 15 to 20 percent
better than microfiber without.

33The two-step mopping process decreases the hourly performance
in all systems by approximately 50 percent.

33The double mop method is about 30 percent more powerful than
the classic mop method with a flat mop.

Made in
Bavaria

Important: It’s worth looking at mop fibers and
covers
Under optimal conditions
and with the one-step wetmopping procedure, the wide
wiping system with a 40-centimeter flat mop cleans up to
300 square meters per hour.
The performance per square
meter depends on the mop
fiber and construction of the
wide wiping cover. In general, the more viscose the mop
fibers have, the more water
per gram of dry weight they
can take up and release, i.e.
the larger their range will be
during wet mopping. A microfiber mop with a viscose proportion of more than 30 percent, for example, can clean
a floor with 20 square meters
in one step. A microfiber mop
without viscose would only
be able to clean an area of 14
to 16 square meters. The performance of cotton covers lies
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far behind microfiber covers – they can only clean eight to ten
square meters at one go.

Three types of wiping systems

A double mop can handle up to 30 square meters

33The classical wide wiping system with a flat mop and basket or flat

The double mop method, which also has a working width of
40 centimeters and a high proportion of viscose, represents for
wet mopping 2.0 and can clean up to 30 square meters. This is due
to the use of both sides of the mop and the time savings (about 30
percent) through less frequent mop changes.

wringer.

33The double mop system with basket or flat wringer.
33The floor mops or spaghetti mops with basket wringer.
How economical a system is depends on various factors. These
include:

Area cleaned depends on preparation

33Hourly performance per square meter,

Preparation of the mop cover is another important factor for
the hourly output per square meter of all systems except the
spaghetti mop. The classic dunk and squeeze method – or use
of the “ pre-prepared” procedure? With microfiberdouble mop
covers using the pre-prepared procedure, floor areas of up to
450 square meters can be cleaned per hour using the one-step
wet-mopping procedure. With conventional wide mop covers and
the pre-prepared procedure, only 350 to 400 square meters per
hour can be cleaned. These values refer to one-step wet wiping
with microfiber mops.

33purchase and treatment costs,

Area performance sinks with cotton mops
Cotton has nearly no mechanical cleaning effect and always
requires two-step wet wiping. The cleaning capability of cotton
is based on the fact that in the first work step, the cleaning agent
dissolves stains. During the second step, after washing out or
exchanging the mop, the cleaning solution is picked up with the
chemically dissolved protection layer.
Thus, for the hourly output per square meter, it is not primarily
the wet mop system used that is crucial, but whether the mop is
made of cotton or microfiber. Another big disadvantage of cotton
covers is that when wet mopping, cotton releases only about one
third of the cleaning solution it has taken up. Microfibers release
70 percent and more, depending on the proportion of viscose and
the mop construction.

Two-step mopping takes longer
If two steps are used for the cleaning process, the hourly output
per square meter sinks by about 50 percent, no matter which
system is used. But the double mop method still retains the time
advantage gained from reduced mop changes of circa 30 percent.
An additional advantage of this method is that when the two-stage
wet mopping process is used, chairs can be immediately set up
again because the dry side of the double mop can be immediately
used to wipe up. This eliminates having to return to the cleaning
cart to get and mount a new dry mop to wipe up the remaining
moisture. Chairs must not be moved twice.
The purchasing and preparation costs for floor cleaning systems
are somewhat different. The most expensive system to purchase
is the double mop system (mop holders and cleaning textiles). In
practice, the costs are about twice as much as those for a classical
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Generally speaking, three groups of wet wiping systems are available:

33durability and handling of the system,
33performance of the wet mop cover,
33quality of the cleaning results.

wide mop system with a flat mop. The most economical system by
far is the floor, or spaghetti, mop - in terms of acquisition costs.

Comparison of lifecycle costs
In regard to lifecycle costs, i.e. the costs per square meter cleaned,
including preparation and natural wear and tear, the double mop
system is the most economical.
Per square meter of area cleaned, the costs of a flat microfiber mop
are 0.0060 euros per square meter or 0.097 euros for 16 square
meters. With flat cotton mops, the costs are around 0.0103 euros
per square meter or 0.103 euros for ten square meters. With a
microfiber mop, the price is 0.0054 euros per square meter or
0.150 euros for 28 square meters.
This calculation includes the operating costs for washing
machines, dryers, detergent, operating personnel, energy costs,
and d
 epreciation of the machines and mop covers as well as
financing costs.

Microfiber mops can be washed 600 times
In terms of durability, microfiber mops are calculated with the
capacity for 600 washes or uses; cotton mops can only be washed
or used 350 times. The operational costs of mops also include
the time necessary for mop changes as well as the working time
of the cleaners. With the conventional wide mop system with
microfibers, this would be theoretically 22 changes, for systems
with cotton 35 changes and with double mop systems 13 changes
for 350 square meters cleaned.
In conclusion, it can be said about wet mops and their systems
that microfibers with viscose perform around 15 to 20 percent
better than microfiber without viscose; microfiber achieves around
50 percent better performance than cotton fibers. The double
mop method is about 30 percent more powerful than the classic
mopping method with a flat mop, and the double mop system
N
reduces changes by circa 30 percent. 
Uwe Büttner | heike.holland@holzmann-medien.de
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Service provider relies on innovative garbage bags

Easy handling saves time
Garbage bags are working materials used constantly by cleaners. They deal with them day
in and day out. A field test held by employees of a Nuremberg service provider at the Datev
company shows why it pays to take a closer look at this seemingly inconspicuous product.
Datev is one of Germany’s largest IT service providers. It has
approximately 7,200 employees, most of them at the Nuremberg
headquarters of the cooperative, which was founded in 1966. The
Dorfner Group also calls the Franconian metropolis its home.
With nearly 11,000 employees, the company is one of Germany’s
leading building service providers.
The proximity of the two giants is one reason they have s uccessfully
cooperated for over 20 years. Much more important, however, is
the decades-long trust that has developed between them. “Trust
does not develop just like that,” says Sabine Meissner from Datev
III/IV’s Cleaning and Disposal department, “but is put to the test
again daily. With Dorfner, we have found a partner we can always
rely on.”

Field test: Garbage bags
Currently, some 100 cleaners work in the Datev buildings. In
addition to classic maintenance tasks, they are also responsible
for special jobs such as cleaning glass and blinds, or construction
site cleaning after a move.
Garbage bags are one of the cleaners’ daily tools. In a field test
at the offices of the Datev IV in Nuremberg, Sören Dede, Head of
Marketing at Deiss, demonstrated how much easier to use the

Efficient insertion of bags in any size of trash can was one result of a field
test at Datev.
Photos: Dorfner
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Deiss Universal Plus garbage bags are than conventional bags. A
notch on the lower end of the bag makes it easy to find the end of
the bag when unrolling, even without looking. After separating
the bag from the roll, a common problem is that the bag cannot
be easily opened. The new bags offer a solution here, too: a handy
tear strip. It can be easily grasped with the fingers – presto, the
bag is open.
Exchanging the new garbage bags is also especially fast. While it
normally takes an average of 15 seconds to change a conventional
bag, Tekmine Biber, cleaning employee of the Dorfner Group who
works in the Datev offices, completes this process in eight seconds
– roughly half the time. At first glance, that may not seem like
much. Considering, however, that alone in the Datev IV offices,
around 1,500 garbage bags must be changed every day, the time
savings is enormous. No matter how large and bulky the trash can
is, whether freestanding or located in a small bathroom stall,” the
new garbage bag is much easier to exchange ,” says Tekmine Biber
with satisfaction about how this facilitates her work.
As the test shows, the bags are also very tear-resistant. This is
especially important when sharp objects are involved. The bags
are available in transparent, gray and white. The different colors
are used for different areas; white, for example, is used in wash-

For Tekmine Biber, Dorfner cleaner who works at Datev, the bags can be
rapidly and easily unrolled.
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rooms. The colored bags are more suited for waste separation.
Special requests are possible at any time. “We’ll even provide
gold-colored bags for someone who wants them,” says Sören Dede
with a wink. Of course, companies can also have their logo printed
on each individual bag.

From jute to plastic
When Emil Deiss founded the company in 1931 in Hamburg, its
specialty was purchasing the used jute bags that were left over by
coffee importers and roasters. The plastic garbage bag was developed in the 1950s by the Canadians Harry Wasylyk, Larry H
 ansen
and Frank Plomp. With the move to plastic bags, Deiss’s core competence also changed from jute bags to trash bags. Today, Deiss
offers over 5,000 products – exclusively in the area of g arbage
bags. The quantity of garbage bags produced by the company is
also remarkable. Circa 100 million classical blue 120-liter garbage
bags are made each year. If these were seamlessly connected,
they would circle the earth almost three times. “And this is only
a small part of our total production. This makes it all the more
important to use recycled material for our p
 roducts,” emphasizes
Dede. Polyethylene bags are made of so-called reclaimed materials.
These are previously used plastics that have been recycled and
processed into new raw materials for the production. Regranulate
– reclaimed materials processed to granulate – is created at the
end of the recycling process. The more homogeneous the plastics
used in the recycling process are, the more tear-resistant is the
bag. For high-quality trash bags, material thickness and composition are both crucial. The more varied the films used to make a
trash bag are, the more probable is it that the bag will tear later.
How often do bags tear in everyday life? “Normally, hardly at all.
But if the garbage bags are used incorrectly, it is possible for one
to tear now and again,” explains Sören Dede. This doesn’t usually
have to do with the thickness of the material. “Most cleaning

Introduction of the new garbage bags in all objects

Sören Dede (Marketing Deiss, right) demonstrates to Šefik Ünsal from
Dorfner the tear-resistance of the innovative garbage bags.

Participants in the field test (left to right): Tekmine Biber (Dorfner),
Sabine Meissner (Datev). Sören Dede (Deiss) and Šefik Ünsal (Dorfner).
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carts have brackets for 120-liter trash bags. If a smaller bag is
hung in this bracket and overfilled, the bag may tear on the upper
edge because it is suspended in the air, while a 120-liter bag lies
on the floor of the cleaning cart,” says Sören Dede. To illustrate
the thickness of a garbage bag: a human hair is 80–100 µm; on
average, a 30-liter garbage bag is about one-tenth as thick.

The Universal Plus garbage bags have been on the market since
the beginning of 2017. Dorfner wants to gradually introduce these
new bags in all objects. At Datev, they are already in use. “It is
important to us that the conversion process be completely straightforward. This is why we have kept the same article numbers and
packaging units as the previous models,” explains Sören Dede. The
prices have also remained the same. To constantly improve and
develop the products, Deiss is in constant contact with users. “We
speak regularly with cleaners to find out how we can optimize the
quality of our bags. How can we help simplify the handling of the
bags? The process of changing the bags should be especially easy,
fast and self-explanatory. After all, the faster the garbage bags can
be exchanged, the more time there is for other ‘important’ cleaning
services,” explains Sören Dede.
Peter Engelbrecht, co-CEO of the Dorfner Group, appreciates the
cooperation with Deiss especially because they “think about the
little things, i.e. like tear-resistance or the handling of the g arbage
bags.”
For Šefik Ünsal, object manager of the Dorfner Group, it is important that “the cleaners’ daily tasks are easier and more convenient.”
Šefik Ünsal began as an apprentice with the Dorfner Group in
1999 and started working for the first time at Datev then. Since
2008, “Mr. Datev”, as his colleagues like to call him, is the object
manager for the various buildings of the IT service provider.  N
Sabrina Huck | peter.hartmann@holzmann-medien.de
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Eight buildings with over 2,000 offices

An enormous task with a special
security aspect
Eight buildings, over 2,000 offices, two cafeterias and underground parking – these are the
dimensions of the largest office building complex in Berlin-Brandenburg. Since 2015, the
Jakob-Kaiser-Haus, which greatly values environmental protection, has been professionally
cleaned by a building service provider from the Lower Rhine.
“To accomplish this enormous task, 110 of our employees work
in the building complex,” explains branch manager Alev Topba.
She says that in fall 2015, the German parliament  granted the
commission for the mammoth cleaning project in the g overnment
quarter to Winkels, a family-run service-provider from Geldern
(Lower Rhine, Germany) after the company’s successful bid.

Viktor Zolotarev polishes the parquet flooring in one of the basement
walkways.
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Everything started on the first of November two years ago. “A key
factor was the company’s coherent concept and its many years
of experience, particularly in the cleaning of special security-
restricted areas as well as with other prominent customers,” adds
object manager and trainer Patrick Dippelt. “This convinced the
client.” He mentions here that Winkels has been responsible for

Friedrich Gartfel cleans office carpets with a spray-extraction machine.
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Service Provider Profile

Winkels Servicegesellschaft
The company was founded by Adele and Theo Winkels in Geldern
(Lower Rhine, Germany) in 1982. The 100 percent family-owned
company is now in its second generation and led today by Janine
Winkels. The Winkels Servicegesellschaft now has 13 branches
nationwide. The company’s philosophy from the beginning has
been guaranteeing excellent performance and m aintaining
long-term c lient relationships. Its Berlin-Tiergarten branch
was founded in 2014 and grew rapidly in 2015. C
 leaning the
Jakob-Kaiser-Haus, the largest connected office building complex
in Berlin-Brandenburg, came on top of its previous public contracts,
which are found primarily in sensitive high-security areas.

Charles Adu using a scrubber dryer machine in the foyer.

Photos: Andreas Müller

cleaning office buildings of various security agencies in other
German states for ten years. The major c ontract for the G
 erman
Bundestag includes daily maintenance and exterior cleaning of
the building complex as well as special cleaning when needed.

Environmental protection a major focus
“Environmental protection is a top priority of all our cleaning
tasks,” emphasizes Alev Topba. She points out, for example,
that all scrubber dryer machines are equipped with the internal
“Taski IntelliDose” dosing system. This significantly reduces the
consumption of fresh and wastewater. The system also p
 revents
any overdosing of cleaning chemicals or costly post-treatment
resulting from over- or under-dosing. “The right dosage of
detergent retains an object’s value over the long term,” under-

scores the branch manager, who has worked in the Bundestag
buildings since 2003. “Every day, carpets, parquet flooring,
linoleum, various marble and stone surfaces must be cleaned in
the individual rooms and areas,” adds object manager Sebastian
Lehmann. Four other W
 inkels supervisors assist him daily to monitor the quality of the work done by company employees.

Well trained professionals and modern technology
“Many modern machines are used to clean the Jakob-Kaiser-Haus;
they are very efficient and environmentally friendly. Here, we
were well advised to go with Diversey’s Taski,” reports authorized
representative Peter Greven.
These include three scrubber dryer machines: a “Swingo 5000,”
a “Swingo 755 B Power BMS” and a “Swingo 855 B Power BMS.”
In addition, we use twelve polishing machines – four “Ergodisc
200s”, four “Ergodisc 400s” and four “Ergodisc 1200s” – as well
as a “Procarpet 30” carpet cleaner and four spray-extraction
machines.” Our cleaning chemicals include the “Taski Jontec 300
ID” floor cleaner, “Taski Jontec Tensol ID” wiping care, and the
“Tapi Extract” spray-extraction agent. In addition to vacuuming,
we p
 rimarily wet-scrub, polish, and spray-extract the floors of

Meet us at INTERCLEAN 2018 in Amsterdam

We’re looking forward to your visit – Booth 01.641

EA-Fueller Interclean_rr Meet us.indd 1
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Jakob-Kaiser-Haus
The Jakob-Kaiser-Haus is the largest parliament building in Berlin
and was completed in January 2002. Consisting of eight houses, the
complex integrates the former palace of the parliamentary president.
Five architect teams were involved in the planning.
Essentially, the Jakob-Kaiser-Haus contains circa 60 percent of
the offices of the members of parliament and the party staffs, the
workrooms of the vice president as well as assembly areas for the
Bundesrat and the federal government. In addition, the parliamentary
services offices, the press center of the German Bundestag as well
as media services, two meeting rooms for committees of inquiry and
additional infrastructure areas all call this building complex their
home. The integrated palace of the parliamentary president hosts
the German Parliamentary Society and the German Bundestag on
prestigious occasions.

Partners in maintaining cleanliness in the Jakob-Kaiser-Haus: object
manager Julia Müller, Sabine Fietz, professional consultant at Johann
A. Meyer GmbH, Lutz Zschuppe, Taski area manager at Diversey, object
manager Sebastian Lehmann, object manager Sabine Stier and
Alev Topba, branch manager of the Winkels Servicegesellschaft (left to
Photos: Andreas Müller
right). 

the Jakob-Kaiser-Haus. The client v isually inspects the proper execution of the cleaning tasks daily, Sebastian Lehmann
mentions. He explains that for thorough and environmentally
friendly cleaning, the right cleaner – i.e. the optimal agent for the
requirement and the degree of soiling – is crucial. “Ultimately,
Master Building Cleaner Robert Krause is another big help for

Stephen
Obeng
cleans
the
stone
floor of
the staff
canteen.

An underground supply tunnel connects all the new buildings of the
Bundestag with the Reichstag. Above ground, the two complexes,
which are across the street from each other, are connected by two
bridges.

me when it comes to recognizing quality features,” says Alev
Topba. “With Sabine Fietz from the Johann A. Meyer wholesalers,
we have an excellent partner and consultant in this regard. She
has provided us with very professional advice about the suitable
cleaning agents for the different floor coverings and surfaces
in the Jakob-Kaiser-Haus. This is a crucial factor for c ustomer
satisfaction,” says the branch manager.
Throughout Germany, Winkels uses only products with the
“E uroblume” eco-label from Dr. Schnell Chemie. Products
featuring this European eco-label signal to the customer that they
are particularly environmentally friendly and pose a relatively
low health risk to cleaning staff. “Occasionally, Dr. Schnell also
develops products specially made for our object requirements,”
mentions Alev Topba.
Peter Greven particularly stresses the long mutual cooperation
with system consultant Michael Weidemann. Finally, special Dr.
Schnell products are recommended by the G
 erman Allergy and
Asthma Association.

Many different types of surface
In addition to the object size, complexity and significance, the
exceptional feature of this contract is that it involves cleaning
in security-restricted areas. The branch manager sees the many
different types of surfaces as the greatest cleaning challenge. In
addition, each house is constructed differently. “We are happy,”
says Alev Topba, “with how satisfied the client is with our work.”
According to her, this includes both the company’s reliable and
thorough cleaning as well as its well-trained managers and
motivated employees. Furthermore, the client appreciates the
use of modern cleaning methods and the use of environmentally
friendly and efficient equipment, adds Sebastian Lehmann. N
Dr. Andreas Müller, freelance journalist |
markus.targiel@holzmann-medien.de
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Modern basic cleaning

Mechanical effort instead
of chemicals?
Building cleaners often face surprises during basic cleaning. Often, they must remove unknown
coatings and protective films. In such circumstances, certain cleaning solutions cannot be
used. Otherwise, users might be subjected to vapors and odors that are released. Can special
scrubbers and diamond pads solve this problem?
Every building cleaner is familiar with this problem: A new
object is taken on, and it is soon time to carry out regular basic
cleaning and coating. During preparation, it is rapidly clear
that an elastic flooring with too many coatings, e.g. a linoleum
surface, must be thoroughly cleaned. But the coatings applied by
the previous cleaning service provider cannot be said for sure
because there is no cleaning or coating protocol. The customer
rarely knows either.
And even if it is known, for example, that hard coatings were used,
the problems are not solved, because certain coatings can only be
removed with specially coordinated basic cleaners.
The result of such problems is that building service providers
have been frequently known to carry out genuine battles with
basic cleaning agents. All remnants of old coatings should – or by
definition, must – be removed from the floor to ensure an optimal
bond of the new coating and prevent isolated pockets of sheen
from showing through previously existing residue. In most cases,
such linoleum surfaces were formerly cleaned two to three times
to completely remove all layers of polymer coatings.

Removal of the polymer coating on linoleum flooring using an orbital
sander and diamond pads.
Photos: Majowski
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Combining machines and pads
Manufacturers of cleaning machines and scrubber pads are
also familiar with these problems, which has led to many new
developments. Some cleaning machine manufacturers began
o ffering scrubbers with oscillating or eccentric scrubber

technology. The manufacturers of scrubber pads, on the other
hand, developed special stripping pads. The result of combining
scrubbers with oscillating or eccentric scrubber technology is that
hard coatings no longer have a chance – even when only using
water and no chemicals.
Though this may sound surprising, recent experiences prove its
truth. Hard coatings or layers that could previously be removed
only with difficulty and strong basic cleaners are powerless in
the face of eccentric scrubbers and special diamond pads used
with water.
Water prevents the formation of dust and rinses away the groundoff particles, which keeps the stripping pad from clogging. The
water acts as a coolant, keeping the coating from overheating due
to mechanical friction and thus softening or smearing. After all,

Linoleum with too many coatings. The polymer coatings are yellowed, yet
a scratch test with a pocketknife reveals an intact linoleum flooring.
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The same situation as in the image at the bottom left: Here, too, an intact
floor surface (linoleum) is hidden beneath the coating.

only hard coatings can be ground. The process is environmentally
friendly and odor-free, in contrast to basic cleaners that contain
solvents. The risk of material damage is also significantly reduced
as is the danger of accidents, because the floor coating is no longer
slippery during treatment.

Grinding sludge after removal of the polymer coating on linoleum flooring
using an orbital sander and diamond pads.

As a certified expert, I recently observed basic cleaning procedures
with this procedure in large assisted living facilities and h
 ospitals.
The problems described above are frequently found in such establishments because doctors, nurses and caregivers as well as patients and residents continually cross the areas being cleaned. This

Scrubbing technologies compared
Oscillating versus eccentric
Scrubber machines with oscillating scrubber technology

33 enable complete removal of hard, multi-layer polymer coatings only
with water;

33 scrubber machines with oscillating scrubber technology enable
stone grinding/ polishing without pockmarks;

33 less water use and where appropriate, lower amounts of
cleaning chemicals;

33 oscillating scrubber technology is also available for s crubber
dryer machines.

33 rectangular scrubber aggregates enable the treatment of corners.
33 best results with soiled mortar joints;

Scrubber machines with eccentric scrubber technology

33 very simple operation;

33 best results with soiled mortar joints;

33 extremely effective for structured surfaces;

33 less water use and where appropriate, lower amounts of

33 scrubber machines with eccentric scrubber technology are
suitable for use on non-textile and textile floor coverings;

33 very good results with microfiber pad cleaning;
33 enables complete removal of hard, multi-layerpolymer coatings only with water;

33 scrubber machines with eccentric scrubber technology

cleaning chemicals;

33 scrubber dryer machines with eccentric scrubber technology are also offered.

33 scrubber machines with eccentric scrubber technology
are more efficient and effective than traditional (rotating)
one-disc machines.

enable stone grinding/polishing without pockmarks;

36
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Stripping pads
Simple and effective
Essential characteristics
33 stripping pads allow the complete removal of hard, multi-layer
polymer coatings only with water;

33 even hard coatings that are very time-consuming to remove with
specific basic cleaners can be fully eliminated;

33 water acts as a coolant and prevents the accumulation of dust;
33 stripping pads don’t work in connection with b asic cleaner
because this would otherwise soften the coating and it could
no longer be ground;

33 the most efficient operation is done with oscillating as well as
eccentric sanding aggregates and is also possible with heavy
one-disc machines;

33 no health risks through the use of basic cleaners;
33 environmentally friendly;
33 no use of basic cleaners containing alkali/solvents;
33 low water consumption;
33 no odors;
33 floor does not become slippery;
33 lower risk of material damage;
33 great time savings, hence more cost-effective.

almost always leads to interruptions.
If a basic cleaner now dissolved a polymer coating and heighten
the danger of accidents through falls, this would quickly doom the
not particularly enjoyable basic cleaning work to failure. To make
matters even worse, there are often complaints about odors from
cleaning products, which increases the unfavorable chances for
a smooth workflow.

Removed polymer coating after processing of linoleum surface using an
orbital sander and diamond pads.
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The approach in the method described above is relatively easy.
After removing the coarse dirt, the floor is first rinsed with clear
water. Subsequently, it is treated with an oscillating or eccentric
floor scrubber using special diamond pads (stripping pads) until
the protective film is removed. It is irrelevant for the outcome of the
basic cleaning whether an oscillating or eccentric floor scrubber
is used; this can be decided according to personal preferences or
existing machinery.
The dirty solution is then vacuumed up with a wet vacuum, and
the clean floor covering then handled in a two-stage wet mopping
procedure. The coating can then be applied. Before this, however,
the drying times of the floor coverings must be considered or a
modern coating must be used that can be applied to a floor that
may still be damp.
With this procedure, the old coatings could be easily and c ompletely
removed in the facilities in question using special diamond
pads, clear water and an eccentric floor scrubber. R
 elatively
fast, odor-free as well as material- and environmentally friendly
basic cleaning was carried out. Compared to conventional basic
cleaning, a time savings of approximately 40 percent was even
achieved. The customer and the building service provider were
both very s atisfied with this work method and the results. The
building service provider’s “unique selling proposition” resulted
N
in contracts for further objects over some years to come. 
Oliver Majowski | peter.hartmann@holzmann-medien.de
Oliver Majowski
Master Building Cleaner | ö.b.u.v. Expert for the cleaning sector,
certified expert for the cleaning sector (BDSH e.V.), expert for cleaning
and hygiene management (FIGR), EU-certified expert for the buildingcleaning industry in accordance with DIN EN ISO/IEC 17024.

Here, too, the polymer coating was removed with an eccentric machine
and diamond pads. 
Photos: Majowski
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Mechanical floor cleaning

Correct use of bristle products
and cleaning pads
Building cleaners can choose from many products to help them mechanically clean, sand and
polish floors. In addition to selecting the right machine, suitable brushes and pads are essential
for success because they establish direct contact with the floor surface.
Especially when using brushes or pads containing abrasives,
professional expertise is required to find the right balance between
effectiveness and efficiency without damaging the surface being
cleaned.
The first question to clarify is whether a brush or a pad is better
for the job. While brushes can be used on smooth and structured
surfaces, conventional pads are particularly suited for unstructured surfaces.
Structured surfaces such as those with rubber nubs or safety
flooring tiles with displacement space can generally be cleaned

better by roller brushes than with disc brushes. Oscillating or
eccentric scrubbers together with scrubber brushes or bristle pads
achieve the best results on structured surfaces and mortar joints.
If only a one-disc machine or scrubber dryer with disc brush(es)
is available for structured surfaces, the use of softer or so-called
high-low brushes is recommended.
Brushes for maintenance cleaning on smooth surfaces coated with
gloss dispersion are less suitable. In this case, scrubber brushes
can easily scratch the protective film, especially if the brush is
started on the dry surface. Roller brushes are very critical because
their small contact area and usually much higher velocity exerts a
great mechanical effect that can polish streaks or even clouds into
the protective film if they are driven at uneven speeds.
Ground stone floors or fine stoneware tiles with certain requirements for slip resistance cannot be cleaned with abrasive brushes
(gritty and/or Sica or SC brushes, diamond brushes) or pads (red to
black cleaning pads, diamond pads) because these would g radually
smoothen the floor surface and reduce its anti-slip properties.
Although the exclusive use of pads is popular for removing c oatings
(basic cleaning), scrub brushes with basic cleaner s olution are
recommended for the first round of scrubbing. In contrast to pads,
brushes do not clog as rapidly with protective film residue or
clumps, and thus retain their greater m
 echanical effect. The final
step for removing the last bits of protective c oatings should be to
scrub the surface with a basic cleaning pad coordinated with the
surface. If the surface has very stubborn coatings, it is advisable
that the protective film be intensively scrubbed with a stripping
or basic cleaning pad and clear water before a basic cleaning solution is used. The prerequisite for this is that the protective film
has not yet started to be dissolved or softened by a basic cleaner. After vacuuming the dissolved or abraded protective film, the
remaining protective film residues can usually be easily removed
with a suitable basic cleaning solution.

Brushes
Oscillating floor scrubber with rectangular brush pad (Tomcat).

Photos: FIGR
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Brushes are used for carpet cleaning and to wet-scrub or even polish non-textile floor coverings. They are made of many materials:
plant-based (e.g. bassine, fiber, union fiber bristles (40 percent
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Polishing brush in plate or disc form (Tennant).

Photos: FIGR

Trapezoidal scrubber brush (Taski).

Grit scrubber brush in plate or disc form (Flex).

Beige pad discs (Vileda), red (3M), blue (3M), gray (Vileda above, l. to r.), roller pads in red and green
(Kärcher, below, l. to r.).

Various diamond pads (HTC, Isi, 3M, l. to r.).
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High-low roller scrubber brush (Kärcher).

Diamond pad ocher (3M).
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Melamine pads (Dr. Rauwald, Tana, l. to r.).

fiber, 60 percent bassine), piassava), animal-based (e.g. pig
bristles) and mainly plastic (e.g. polyamide, polypropylene,
abrasive grain fibers).
Natural bristles are irregular in length and cross-section and
do not build up an electrostatic charge. Due to swelling, their
properties change when working in wet areas and they dry more
slowly than plastic bristles. Plastic bristles are relatively sensitive
to hot water, but generally more abrasion-resistant. Brushes made
of polyamide (nylon) are only partially acid-resistant and thus not
suitable for all applications (e.g. swimming pool cleaning, basic
sanitary cleaning).
Compared to conventional cleaning pads, brushes are a dvantageous
when cleaning seams and structured flooring because they can
get into all the cracks. For strongly structured flooring surfaces,
so-called high-low brushes are offered.
The various kinds of brushes include
33
disc brushes (round, rectangular or trapezoidal),
33
roller brushes.

Pads/Floor cleaning discs
Floor cleaning discs, also called pads, are disc-shaped non-woven
materials made of polyester and/or polyamide (nylon). They are
offered as accessories for scrubber and scrubber vacuums with
one-disc, multi-disc, roller, eccentric or oscillating scrubbing units.
Pads are categorized as
33
normal pads,
33
super pads,
33
high-speed polishing pads, or
33
special pads.
Depending on the degree of abrasion, the pads are designated
according to different (not standardized, but typically used!)
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Microfiber pads (Vermop, Vileda), cotton pads (Taski, Solution-Glöckner,
above, l. to r.), microfiber roller (Kärcher, below).

c olors. Note that the abrasive materials or abrasive grits of a red
pad are not softer, but only finer than those of a black pad.

Diamond pads
Various diamond pads are available. These special pads contain
fine diamond particles of different grains (usually only on one
side of the pad) attached to the material with a plastic glue, or in
glued-on nubs.
Employed with one-disc machines or suitable scrubber dryer
machines, diamond pads can be used to finely grind and polish
natural and artificial stone flooring (flat-sanded or polished) as
well as synthetic-resin-modified industrial floors. Even worn polyurethane flooring on elastic surfaces can be ground or sanded
with diamond pads. In addition, diamond pads are outstanding
for renovating crumbling elastomeric flooring (rubber). But the
color-coding of diamond pads does not correspond to the abovenamed color-coding of conventional floor cleaning discs! The diamonds must first be scrubbed free in order for the pads to achieve
their full cleaning performance.

Melamine pads
Melamine pads are floor cleaning discs made of melamine resin
foam, which is also designated as a dirt eraser. They are good
problem solvers for stubborn stains. The excellent cleaning effect
of these white/gray-white, finely structured foam pads – which
can only be used when wet – is due to the very abrasive action of
the hard material.
When used, very fine melamine resin particles are rubbed off
the foam material and act as an extremely fine abrasive, i.e.
the melamine resin foam gradually dissolves during cleaning.
Melamine pads are especially good for removing persistent dirt
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deposits on microporous fine stoneware tiles and finely polished
natural stone flooring. But they can dull or finely scratch surfaces
with protective films.

PERFECTLY CLEAN - FOR SURE

Fiber pads/Cotton pads
Textile pads are distinguished as fiber pads (active and m
 icrofiber
pads) or cotton pads. Fiber pads have a velour-like pile made of
polyester and/or polyamide fibers (as active or microfibers);
depending on the model, the pile length can vary from approximately 5–15 mm. In addition to classical uses such as interim
maintenance cleaning of textile floor coverings, these pads can
also be used with the spray extraction procedure for basic cleaning
of textile floor coverings. Fiber pads also achieve very good results
when scrubbing rubber-nub flooring and fine stone tiles with
microporous surfaces. Compared to active fiber pads, microfiber
pads have much finer fibers and a much higher capacity to absorb
water and dirt. This makes them more suited for cleaning textile
floor coverings than active fiber pads.
With scrubber dryers, this property has no particular importance;
it could even be said that the lower water absorption of active
fiber pads is even advantageous because the dirty solution is
continually released and vacuumed up so that the pad does not
become saturated with dirt too fast.
Cotton pads (bonnets) have a loop-like surface. Depending on the
model, the loop height is approximately 5–25 mm; fiber materials
used include polyacrylonitrile, polyester and polyamide (also in
mixtures). Such pads are used for interim maintenance cleaning,
for example, or in combination with spray extraction, for the basic
cleaning of textile flooring or the cleaning and polishing of rubber-nub flooring. After use, the pads are washed to make them
ready to go the next time around.

Pad reprocessing
If pads have only been used dry (e.g. for polishing or renewing
protective film), dry pre-cleaning is recommended, first with a
powerful vacuum cleaner. Subsequently, nonwoven pad discs are
thoroughly rinsed with running water (preferably with a hose and
nozzle).
While fiber and cotton pads can usually be washed at 40 or 60
degrees Celsius in a washing machine, artificial nonwoven pads –
especially those with abrasive grit –should not be machine-washed
because most of the abrasive materials will end up in the washer. In addition, if wash temperatures are too hot, the pads can
shrink. When washing pads, the manufacturer’s specified wash
N
temperature should not be exceeded.
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Parquet floors in the commercial sector must be cleaned daily due to dirt that is carried in.

Photo: rationell reinigen

Parquet flooring in the commercial sector

How should these floors
be cleaned?
Parquet is used more and more in commercial buildings. Hardwood floors have become
an absolute symbol. Parquet is considered a high-quality product and durable floor for
sophisticated tastes. It also stands for naturalness, cosiness and uniqueness.
Its use in commercial areas places high demands on surface
finishes. Customized solutions are needed to deal with the high
wear and stress that these surfaces are subjected to. The choice
of the appropriate and desired surface finish is not everything,
however. Value retention – i.e. ongoing maintenance and care –
must also be considered, the costs calculated, and the necessary
time planned. Professional floor cleaning extends the service life
of a floor but is normally neglected because many companies and
authorities are no longer willing to invest much money for it.
An additional factor is that the greatest challenge for building
contractors tasked with surface care is usually finding and dealing with the allotted time slots. Before floor care can be carried
out, the rooms must be available and if necessary, cleared. After
this, the surface must be thoroughly cleaned. Depending on the
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process, it also needs time to dry; new maintenance treatment
can only be carried out after cleaning, and the floor must also
dry after maintenance. The challenge that becomes evident
is when night shifts or weekend work are neither desired nor
compensated, meaning that the required maintenance care must
often be executed during ongoing operations.
Special solutions must be developed to ensure that floors are
blocked for only very short periods. Such solutions must consider
the systems, their chemical properties and the necessary drying
times. Every object has its specific characteristics or specific
demands on its floors. By selecting the right surface treatment,
the optimal result for each floor can be achieved. The requirement
for this is knowing the basic properties of surface finishes and the
cleaning needed for them.
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Daily maintenance cleaning and mopping
Parquet floors - regardless of surface finish - that get frequent foot
traffic, must be cleaned daily. The dirt carried inside the building
on shoe soles acts like sand, clearly stressing and abrading the
floor. Adequately large dirt sluices in the foyer can keep much
dirt away and thus reduce its negative mechanical effects. Mostly,
however, such sluices are too small to remove dirt from shoe soles.
For daily maintenance cleaning, a neutral cleaner should be used.
The special feature of these cleaners is that they contain no care
elements and thus do not contribute to fixating the dirt and other
soiling on the floor. Wiping or soaping is increasingly used as
well. An advantage of modern systems is that by professional
cleaning the protective film is continually replaced so that dirt
has no chance to firmly adhere to the surface. Soap or polymeric
systems, in contrast, can build up layers over time and affix dirt
to surfaces, which results in an unsightly appearance.
It is generally recommended to separate cleaning and m
 aintenance
if floors are very dirty as this is the best method of surface
treatment and retains the floor’s appearance longer. Tip: The twostage cleaning process (damp pre-wiping and dry post-wiping)
generally achieves the best cleaning results. Post-wiping with a
dry mop cover takes up residual dirt and minimizes the risk of
damage from too much moisture on the parquet.

Impregnating oils and their properties
Two types of impregnating oils are used: natural oils like
linseed or soy oil, and chemically modified oils. Depending on
the m
 anufacturer, these oils may also be diluted with mineral
spirits to improve penetration in the wood surface. This leads to
increased use of solvents during processing, however, and thus to
more environmental pollution. There are now water-based systems
on the market that use no solvents at all. After processing, these
oils harden chemically. For oils to chemically harden, sufficient
fresh air is needed, i.e. adequate room ventilation. Sunlight and a
high room temperature – the optimum is between 20–22 degrees
Celsius – accelerates the chemical reaction. Oxygen from the air
is chemically bound; the oil chains can link to generate a stable
system. This reaction is time-consuming; depending on the
manufacturer and type of oil, the curing process may take from
several days to several weeks.
Impregnating oils have a rich color. Oxidative hardening of the oil
results in high resistance to chemicals and liquids. In a ddition,
hardening oils are more stable when they are under massive stress
and subjected to high foot traffic. Impregnated s urfaces have no
shine because the maintenance goes into the pores. Impregnation
preserves the natural appearance of the wood surface and
simultaneously equips it for the demands placed on oiled wood
surfaces in commercial objects. Impregnating oils protect wood
from graying and facilitate cleaning by closing its pores.
New, freshly oiled surfaces must be regularly re-oiled at the
beginning to saturate the wood. If this is not accomplished, the
surfaces tend to gray quickly and pick up even more dirt because it
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can build up in the unfilled pores and fibers. Furthermore, surfaces
need regular care with oil, because impregnated oiled surfaces are
subject to noticeable wear in highly used areas.
In the commercial sector, up to four basic cleaning procedures with
subsequent finishing are needed, which can block the p
 remises
for a minimum of one to two days. After the protective measure is
concluded, carpets or mats should not immediately be laid because
this can delay or stop the curing process and lead to a temporary
but unpleasant odor.

Hard wax oils and their properties
Hard wax oils and derivatives such as the 2K oils are a combination
of natural or artificial oils and waxes. Combining the two care
systems (oil and wax) results in the advantages of both – without
critical components becoming more prominent. As a rule, hard wax
oils have a significantly higher oil content, but their wax content
makes them form layers. The oil predominates and d
 etermines the
properties. To ensure that hard wax oils are easy to use, they can
also be diluted with mineral spirits. This leads to increased use of
solvents and environmental pollution during handling, however.
A few water-based systems are also on the market.
During the curing process, the surfaces cannot be walked on.
Curing can last up to one week. Hard wax systems are g enerally
characterized by great chemical stability and high mechanical
strength. They give their surfaces a natural look; these floor
coverings can be cleaned with little effort because their surfaces
are closed.
Hard wax oils have a good color and easily form layers. The layer
formation leads to an exceptionally low dirt intake and p
 roduces
an easy-to-clean surface. Hard wax oils have high chemical
stability and are abrasion-resistant because the film is chemically
integrated as a result of oxidative hardening.
But if sand is tracked onto the floor, it can scratch the film; regular
surface renovation is required. After-care usually takes more effort
because the protective film covers the entire surface and must be
completely removed. Objects under high stress may need from two
to four care treatments with basic cleaning solutions. This may
also block use of the floors for several days. After the protective
measures are concluded, carpets or mats should not immediately
be laid because this can delay or stop the curing process and lead
to a temporary but unpleasant odor.

Sealants and their properties
Modern parquet sealants consist either of acrylic or polyurethane
mixes or are pure polyurethane systems, as a rule processed as
2K systems. Now, water-based sealants are the state-of-the-art
and scientists are trying to enable their use without solvents to
the greatest extent possible. Sealants form a stable, integrated
film on the wood surface whose appearance can range from very
matte to high-gloss. Modern systems have a good color, very
good to e xcellent chemical stability and are abrasion-resistant.
Disadvantages are their vulnerability to sand and their relatively
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long curing time. Depending on the system, this may last from one
to two weeks. Another sealing variant is the so-called UV sealant
system. This type of system hardens chemically upon activation
with UV light.
Systems that are industrially processed have been available
for some time, e.g. for manufacturing pre-fab parquet flooring.
Only recently, however, have systems also been offered that can
cure floors after processing with special UV lamps. They are
exceptionally chemically stable and have excellent abrasion-
resistance properties. An advantage of these systems is that
they are water-based and need no solvents. Additionally, curing
with UV light takes less than 24 hours; the floors are already
highly resilient immediately afterwards. A disadvantage is their
vulnerability to sand or scratching and the high costs of the UV
systems.
Sealants ensure good colors and form layers. The layer formation
leads to an exceptionally low dirt intake and produces an easy-toclean surface. Finishes using sealants, in particular UV sealants,
are very chemically stable and abrasion-resistant because the film
is highly chemically integrated.
Sand tends to scratch the film, however, and regular surface
renovation is difficult. Surface scratches can only be removed
by sanding. Maintenance systems form layers; chemical and
mechanical stress is reduced by sealing. Colloquially, this is
known as a ‘victim film’.
Regular use of such care systems can become excessive, which
results in a build-up of many layers in areas t hat are not subject
to much foot traffic. The consequence is that even with sealants,
one or two basic cleaning procedures are needed per year, during
which the floors cannot be used for at least one day. After these
protective measures, the sealed parquet floors are again usable
after drying.
Conclusion: Each surface finish has specific advantages, but
also weaknesses. It is thus necessary to carefully consider the
job profile and demands on each object to determine the most
suitable surface care system and the criteria that must be fulfilled.
If the surface is not adequately cared for with suitable systems
after basic cleaning, it can become unsightly and can even be
completely destroyed.
In regard to environmental protection, surface finishes and care
systems that require a high proportion of solvents should be
avoided whenever possible. The surface finishes and care systems
of the future will feature simple processing as well as minimal
strain on cleaners, users as well as the environment and will
N
particularly highlight the wood’s natural properties.
Thomas Vetter, Kiehl | markus.targiel@holzmann-medien.de

Thomas Vetter
is Product Manager at Johannes Kiehl KG |
thomas.vetter@kiehl-group.com
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Effortless removal of the old coating residue with a scrubber dryer machine with roller head. 
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Diverse tasks involved in cleaning schools

From floor cleaning to
weed removal
Regular cleaning in schools, especially floors, inventory, washrooms, kitchens, gyms, athletic
areas and outdoor paths, make them not only more attractive, but fulfill hygiene regulations and
preserve their value.
When defining hygiene plans, schools are obliged to set up
in-house practices that comply with hygiene measures in order to
minimize the risk of infection. In addition to avoiding this risk,
other specific aspects of general hygiene must be considered, e.g.
floor cleaning. Outdoor areas must also be kept neat by regular
sweeping; dirt must be prevented from getting into the building
to the greatest extent possible.
Professional, systematic cleaning and maintenance are crucial for
the service life of a floor covering. They are also the most important
tasks of building cleaners. This is especially true for basic cleaning
or decoating of elastic floor coverings. The two methods for doing
this differ in the use of machines as well as the time needed.
Linoleum, an elastic floor covering, is frequently found in schools.
It is a natural product that consists of linseed oil, cork and wood
flour, and a jute backing layer. This surface is only partially
resistant to alkaline concentrations (pH 10).

Basic cleaning with roller scrubbers
Two methods are used for basic cleaning, i.e. decoating floors. In
addition to using a slow-running one-disc machine, it can also be
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done with a roller scrubber. At first, the cleaning agent is applied
section by section in straight lines with little overlap. During the
exposure time, the roller scrubber crosses the area several times
at 90-degree angles. If n
 ecessary, more cleaning solution is added
to prevent it from drying.
Due to its strong, uniform contact pressure (up to 210 grams per
square centimeter) over the entire working width, its high speed
(1,100 revolutions per minute) and the excellent floor contact
(roller pads), a very good result is achieved. The efficiency of the
green roller pads, which is due to their self-cleaning effect, greatly
speeds up the decoating process.
When the coating residue is completely removed, the next step is
section-by-section take-up of the dirty solution with the scrubber
dryer machine. This is much faster than the traditional method
with the wet/dry vacuum and thus saves a great deal of time.
The surface is then rinsed with clear water, again using the roller
scrubber to cross the surface section by section using clear water
in the one-step method. The additional mechanical processing
with the roller optimally removes any remaining detergent residue from the surface, thus excluding the risk that the new coating
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For mechanical maintenance cleaning, a scrubber dryer that uses the
one-step method is needed.

crumbles through the residue. Subsequently, the floor must dry
completely.
As a natural product, linoleum should be allowed to dry for at least
twelve hours –24 if possible – because any residual moisture could
cause the new coating to detach from the surface (crumbling).
The use of an air blower with adequate ventilation is helpful. This
halves the drying time.

dirt, the solution must be circa 0.5 to 3 percent. For mechanical
maintenance cleaning, which allows much more surface area to
be cleaned, the one-step method with a suitable scrubber dryer is
required. The solution is applied to the surface, brushed in and
then vacuumed up in only one process. The surface is immediately
dry and can be walked on.

Apply new coating

Preventive cleaning is becoming a greater priority. This component
begins outdoors. Thoroughly sweeping or washing open spaces
substantially reduces the amount of dirt carried into the building.
In addition to the sidewalk and parts of the road directly in front of
the foyer, parking areas, playgrounds and recreational areas must
also be considered. They are the source of a great deal of dirt that
is carried into corridors, stairwells and classrooms.
The concept of preventive cleaning pays for itself very quickly
because keeping exterior areas clean – compared to cleaning
rooms – takes less time and is less labor-intensive, especially
because sweepers and sometimes high-pressure cleaners can
be used.
The size of the sweeper and thus the efficiency of the cleaning
depends greatly on the scope of the areas to be cleaned:
33
For smaller areas of up to 300 square meters, handheld
sweepers with a capacity for up to 30 liters of dirt are used.
33
For medium-sized surfaces of up to 1,000 square meters,
hand-held vacuum sweepers with gasoline or diesel engines
(or battery-powered) are used, which among other things
have a suction system with filter.

Then it’s time to apply the new coating. The selected coating agent
must be right for the surface. It must be shaken well before use
and then applied as undiluted puddles on the clean, dry surface.
Subsequently, it must be carefully and evenly distributed with an
applicator or flat wide mop. It is ideal to apply the product at right
angles to the direction of the light, and to mop in the lengthwise
direction. This ensures uniform application. Depending on the
absorbency of the substrate and the stress it is subject to, a second
coating may be advisable.
It should be noted that older flooring absorbs the first coat to
a great degree. The first coat can be carefully walked on after
approximately one hour in order to apply the second coating.
The surface can be walked on in two to three hours. It is not
completely dry and fully able to bear weight, however, until
after 24 hours.

Manual and mechanical maintenance cleaning
Maintenance cleaning is done manually as well as m
 echanically
with a mop maintenance agent; depending on the amount of
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By thoroughly sweeping open spaces, the amount of dirt carried into the
building can be substantially reduced.

Outdoor cleaning
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33
For large surfaces of over 1,500 square meters and more,

Gentle weed removal

Since early 2015, their use in public spaces is very limited.
Regular weeping or solutions with hot water as well as m
 echanical
brooms are alternatives. Prevention is the best medicine for stopping weeds. Regular sweeping is the only antidote for combating weeds that are trying to grow in the so-called bitumen layer
between the asphalt and curb of roads, for example. Sweeping
removes the dust and dirt that mixes with rainwater to offer a good
breeding ground for weeds; it also gets rid of their seeds.
In places where higher weed growth is not particularly disturbing,
removal can begin later in the year. In this case, the most effective
method is hot water. The water is heated to around 99 degrees
Celsius and reaches the plant roots – in contrast to hot air, which
only reaches the plant – with a temperature of 92 degrees Celsius.
When confronted by temperatures of over 65 degrees Celsius,
plant roots build a surplus of ascorbic acid and send back to the
leaves, thus destroying the plant. After the hot water treatment,
the weeds look like blanched spinach; two to three days later, they
completely recede.
This method can also be used on water-bound paths such as gravel
N
or on red clay courts where sweepers cannot be used.

Effectively fighting weeds is a great challenge. Although there are
chemical products for this, they tend to pollute the environment.

Gerd Heidrich, Kärcher | Alexandra Lachner, freelance journalist |
markus.targiel@holzmann-medien.de

ride-on sweepers equipped with large-volume containers
and hydraulic high dumps are used.
If stubborn dirt such as mosses, lichens, bird droppings or chewing
gum and food waste must also be removed, cold-water high-pressure
cleaners are normally used. In this case, care should be taken that
sufficient water is available to dissolve the dirt e ffortlessly and
wash it away (starting at 600 liters per hour and more). Hot-water
high-pressure cleaners dissolve greasy dirt more easily. In addition, the cleaned area dries faster. For preventive cleaning, a dirt
pick-up system adapted to its surroundings is also important. Large
mats are laid both inside and outside of doors; these catch dirt from
shoes and bind it so that it isn’t carried further (at least four steps
long). In the case of e xternal mats, a slightly more abrasive bristle
surface is r ecommended to reach dirt even on shoes with deep profiles. In inside areas, the bristles can be softer and finer to pick up
the last bits of residue and moisture. Dirty mats must also be regularly replaced by clean ones, or they must be thoroughly cleaned.

STEAMBEAST

New technology for the fast,
gentle and efficient cleaning of
highly soiled and sensitive
floor areas.
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A spray-painted graffito.

A felt-tip graffito.

Photos: Udo Ernst

Graffiti removal and protection for building service providers

Practical measures
Graffiti removal and protection is increasingly relevant. Especially in large cities, more and
more must be removed. Cleaners who must deal with graffiti need to know how to do this
without increasing damage to the surfaces they are cleaning.
The damage from graffiti is enormous; in Germany, it is
e stimated at 500 million euros annually. Half of these cost must be
borne by homeowners; the other half is paid for by companies and
municipalities. Insurance companies are quite restrained. Even
if some graffiti is politically motivated or artistically valuable –
the majority is just illegal scribblings. Whether a graffito is art
or not is completely irrelevant in the eyes of the law. Anyone
who paints a wall without permission of the owner is committing
property damage. The removal costs must be paid by the offender – if he can be caught. Unfortunately, that is seldom the case.
The result? Owners pay for removal themselves. And this can
be expensive. To remove a small graffito costs between 150 and
1,000 euros; “scratching” – i.e. of windows in trains or buses –
over 2,000 euros. When one graffito appears on a wall, others are
sure to follow. Immediate elimination of illegal graffiti lowers the
appeal to sprayers and they quickly stop enjoying damaging the
graffiti-free surface. Copycats are no longer animated, because the
inhibition of damaging a clean wall is always greater than that of
continuing to spray an already covered area.
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Basics of graffiti removal
The success of graffiti removal depends greatly on:
33
the surface,
33
the type of paint/color of graffiti,
33
the graffiti remover (cleaner),
33
the cleaning process/procedure.
The basic procedures described below are intended to prevent
damage through inappropriate graffiti removal and discuss
the professional approach to graffiti removal and protection.
Practically speaking, all graffiti removal and protection against it
is based on the procedures found below.

Surface classification
For purposes of graffiti removal and protection against it, surfaces
are classified according to type.
Coated surfaces: Surfaces of this kind include all painted or
lacquered surfaces. These may encompass masonry, concrete or
natural stone walls painted with facade color, or painted metal or
plastic surfaces.
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33
Graffiti removal
The basic principle is that a chemical graffiti remover cannot
distinguish between good and bad color. Because the use of
special solvents on painted or lacquered surfaces removes not
only the graffito, but also the wall color or paint, the affected
area must usually be repainted.
33
Protection against graffiti
Only permanent anti-graffitimeasures in the form of protective
lacquers are useful for coated surfaces. Runny anti-graffiti
systems such as microwaxes or sealers must be cleaned with
hot-water high-pressure. This usually damages the wall color or
paint below the graffiti to be removed.
Uncoated surfaces: This category includes all unpainted surfaces,
including natural stone, tiles, brick or exposed concrete without
paint.
33
Graffiti removal
Removing graffiti from these surfaces using the three-step
method is very effective 95 percent of the time.
33
Protection against graffiti
In the case of uncoated surfaces, semi-permanent anti-graffiti
measures are recommended for reasons of durability, cost and
diffusion capability.
Smooth or polished surfaces: The more closed the surface is
(smooth/polished), the easier it is to remove graffiti.
33
Graffiti removal
In the case of non-porous and smooth surfaces like tile or glass
as well as metal or even surfaces painted with high-quality color, the graffiti color does not get into the surface as deeply and
can be easily removed. Usually, no color shadows remain on the
surface.
33
Protection against graffiti
Graffiti can usually be cleaned off smooth and polished surfaces
with ease. This often makes protection against graffiti unneces-

Graffito created with a bitumen spray.
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The three-step method of graffiti removal
For successful removal of graffiti from uncoated surfaces (e.g. natural stone, brick, concrete), the three-step method is recommended. It
removes nearly all graffiti without residue.
Step 1
33Application of the graffiti remover and observance of the exposure
time, which depends on the surface, outside temperature and type
of color.
33Removal of loosened color with hot-water high-pressure cleaner.
33Repetition until as much color as possible is removed from the
surface.
The goal of the first step is to break up the color surface, liquefy and
remove as much of it from the surface as possible.
Step 2
After the first graffiti removal step, graffiti shadows are still usually
apparent on the surface. These are given special treatment in the
second step.
33Color shadows and remnants of the color pigments are removed
from the surface with alkaline shadow remover.
33The alkaline shadow remover dissolves the remaining binders in
the color residue so that they can be removed with hot-water highpressure cleaner.
Step 3
If there are still light color shadows after the first two steps, these
can be removed in the third step.
33Light color shadows can subsequently be removed with bleach.

sary. If it is desired despite this, a permanent protective coating
is recommended.
Porous or absorbent surfaces: The more porous the surface, the
more difficult it is to remove graffiti.
Surfaces of this kind include natural stone such as sandstone,
travertine, brick or limestone as well as concrete and painted
masonry.

Graffiti removal from natural stone (before).

Photos: Udo Ernst
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First, the color is removed, ...

33
Graffiti removal
The graffiti color seeps deep into the many pores of the surface.
After graffiti removal, color shadows may still remain on the
surface. They can usually be removed only with special shadow
remover and the three-step method.
33
Protection against graffiti
In the case of porous and uncoated surfaces, semi-permanent
anti-graffiti measures are recommended for reasons of durability, cost and diffusion capability. If need be, protection with
a permanent anti-graffiti coating is also possible.

Color types and graffiti colors
On the German market, there are over 300 different types of spray
paint and felt-tips. For the purposes of removal, graffiti colors are
categorized into three broad types.
Paint and spray paint: These can usually be recognized by their
wide color application and blurry edges. The color application is
usually thicker in the middle than at the edges.
33
Graffiti removal
The removal of spray-painted graffiti is usually unproblematic
on smooth and polished surfaces. Using the three-step method,
graffiti removal on uncoated and porous surfaces is usually
possible without residue. Surfaces coated with facade paint
should be cleaned as well as possible from graffiti and then
repainted.
Felt-tips and ink: Here, the color application is even and the edges
are sharp and uniform. The colors in markers and felt-tips are very
thin and thus penetrate deeply into the surface.
33
Graffiti removal
Graffiti applied with markers and felt-tips is especially difficult
to remove from porous and absorbent surfaces and shadows
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... before shadow removal, ...

from the inks may also remain on smooth and polished
surfaces. But with the three-step method, however, it can
usually be removed with no residue. In some cases, several
bleaching processes must be carried out.
Bitumen/Underbody protection spray: Bitumen and underbody
protection spray are among the most stubborn types of g raffiti.
They are not commonplace, but still found more and more
frequently. Bitumen spray can be recognized based on its color
gradient, i.e. from black in the middle of the surface to brown on
the edges. Furthermore, bitumen spray is very sticky and cannot
be removed with normal graffiti removal agents, or only with great
difficulty.
33
Graffiti removal
To remove bitumen/underbody protection spray, the surface
must be dry and a special graffiti remover with a very high
solvent-content used. Many specialized manufacturers offer
specific products for this. The residual shadows often left by
bitumen are usually gone after several bleaching processes.

Graffiti remover (cleaner)
The many types of graffiti color and countless types of surfaces
illustrate the difficulties of graffiti removal. There is not simply
one graffiti remover that solves all problems. For successful g raffiti
removal, it is much more important to use the products in the right
order and with the right concentration.
To avoid damage to sensitive surfaces such as plastics, metal or
painted surfaces, the weakest graffiti remover should always be
used first and its exposure time lengthened.
Acids can burn or dissolve most surfaces. In graffiti removal,
only neutral or alkaline graffiti removers are used. This reduces
damage to the surface through the graffiti removal process.
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... after shadow removal, ...

... bleaching of remaining shadow.

Solvents can loosen or dissolve some surfaces. When removing
graffiti from sensitive surfaces such as plastics, lacquered surfaces
or Plexiglas, a small hidden area should always be tested first. This
can prevent damage to the surface through the graffiti removal.

to be cleaned should always be well moistened. Above all, this is
true for the area where the dirty solution runs down! It ensures
that dissolved color pigments do not penetrate clean areas.
Sinner‘s circle of graffiti removal: Successful graffiti removal
depends on many factors. The most important factors can be shown
using the Sinner’s circle methodology, a methodology applied to
commercial cleaning processes. All factors are interdependent, but
their relationship may be modified. Example: When temperatures
are low, the exposure time must be extended.
Using the three-step method for graffiti removal, all types of
spray paints and varnishes, felt-tips, bitumen, tar and oil as well
as stickers and adhesive remnants can be removed from natural
stone, brick, marble, concrete, metal, ceramic, glass, plastic, PVC,
sandstone, slate, terrazzo, wood, tiles, masonry as well as from
smooth, rough and porous surfaces of all types. In every case, a
test should be carried out in a hidden place.
With regard to o ccupational safety, the use of special clothing,
protective gloves and face protection must be ensured. D
 uring
graffiti removal, food, open fire or smoking are absolutely off-limits.
In addition, wastewater from the process should be collected
and properly disposed of. Every German state has discharge
regulations that must be strictly observed. Substances or towels
with dried color residues must also be disposed of a ccording to
N
these regulations. 

Cleaning procedures and processes
Before the actual graffiti removal with the three-step method, some
valuable points must be considered; these belong to the basics of
the subject.
Outside temperature (Van’t Hoff’s rule): The outside temperature
is especially important for graffiti and shadow removal. For
successful graffiti removal, temperatures of at least 15 degrees
Celsius are recommended. Van’t Hoff’s rule says that a t emperature
increase of ten degrees Celsius doubles the reaction speed.
Surface humidity: The surface should always be dry when
beginning the graffiti removal process. This is because 90 percent
of commercial graffiti removers are neutralized upon contact with
water or moisture!
Exposure time: If the exposure time is too long, color can penetrate
deeper into the stone. If the exposure time is too short, however,
too much color pigment remains in the stone, leading to multiple
unnecessary cleaning steps. The dissolved color pigments should
not be exposed to direct sunlight or allowed to dry out.
If a longer exposure time is desired, however, gels or graffiti
removal pastes are recommended. In addition, the area should be
protected by taping with film. In general: Gel is better than liquid
– it remains on the surface longer, which lengthens its exposure
time to the graffiti color.
Protecting the surrounding area: Cover sensitive surfaces around
the area being handled. When cleaning porous surfaces such as
natural stone, concrete or sand-lime brick, the area around the spot
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Udo Ernst| markus.targiel@holzmann-medien.de

Udo Ernst
has specialized in graffiti removal and anti-graffiti measures for over
twelve years. He is a consultant and provides training throughout
Europe as a speaker for Guard KG (Graffiti-Guard).
www.graffiti-guard.net
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Transformation of a branch

The intelligent building
of tomorrow
Digitization is already more than a slogan. Business models are changing; some disappearing
completely. No industry is immune. Even the cleaning industry. This interview focuses on the
significance of digitization for one building service provider.
Digitization is all the rage; everyone is talking about it.
There are many definitions of digitization – but what is it really?
One thing is certain: A paperless office is only a small fraction
of what is behind this concept. Harald Griebel is the Managing
Director for Technology, IT and Vehicle Fleets at the Dorfner Group
(Nuremberg), one of Germany’s leading building service providers.
He discusses the concrete meaning of digitization in this sector as
well as the chances and challenges it provides.
rationell reinigen: Mr. Griebel, digitization is now unstoppable
in the world of building management. How does Dorfner define
digitization?
Harald Griebel: In general, we distinguish different levels of
digitization. The technical level describes the digital conversion
of analog formats into digital ones, i.e. the development of the
letter into e-mail.
On the other hand, we understand the automated level as the automation of manual activities. In the building cleaning sector, this
could mean the use of cleaning robots that would support cleaners
with their daily work, for example.
Then there is the transformation level, i.e. the conversion of
traditional business models into new, maybe even disruptive
business concepts with innovative value chains. The building
services industry still has a long way to go, but we have already
moved beyond pure thought experiments in several areas.
rationell reinigen: How do you use the technical opportunities
that digitization offers your company?
Harald Griebel: Just now, our administration and all our business
sectors are switching to a new ERP system (Enterprise Resource
Planning) that will help us avoid isolated solutions and create a
company-wide platform. Instead of different programs and files,
we will have one software solution that is faster, more transparent
and less prone to error. In addition, the system lets us optimally
link and evaluate differing processes.
rationell reinigen: Doesn’t this conversion involve great effort?
Harald Griebel: Yes and no. The biggest challenge we had in
implementing the system was fully coordinating our internal
business processes. The advantage of this ERP system, however,
is that it adapts to our individual needs. Because it is based on a
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classical menu structure found in well-known software solutions,
it is very easy to operate. In the longer term, this system will
greatly simplify our business processes.
rationell reinigen: Apart from the operation: What other advantages will result from this new software system?
Harald Griebel: In general, we won’t need as many steps as before.
Information can even be provided without any action by the user –
precisely and promptly. For employees, mobile solutions like apps
or web clients are available for almost all activities.
rationell reinigen: How are you employing digitization in
operational areas?
Harald Griebel: In recent years, we have developed technologies
for all business areas that simplify our work and will also save
us money in the long run. This is due to increased performance –
without additional personnel. In addition, these technologies give
our customers real added value as well. At Dorfner Catering, for
example, we have developed a catering app exclusively for our
customers. It allows each user to create individual menus, provide
feedback on specific dishes and then prepare these meals at home.

A Dorfner employee at the Munich airport, where the “intelligent” sanitary rooms are cleaned as needed aided by the Qmtouch (Mobiloclean)
system and the corresponding built-in sensors.
Photo: rationell reinigen
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For quality management, we generated our own quality assurance
system by the name of DOQUM. It determines data according to a
room area index, specifications, job descriptions and complaints,
and helps us ensure long-term quality at the agreed level.
In the catering area, we have programmed a DOQUM version
specially coordinated with the workflows and quality requirements
of commercial kitchens. It can be individually adapted to any business situation. Even the hygiene management points and critical
controls required by the HACCP concept (Hazard Analysis Critical
Control Point) are integrated in the DOQUM system. DOQUM is
also the only system in the industry that is certified according to
DIN EN 13549.
In the building management area, we use CAFM (Computer Aided
Facility Management), which lets us create a networked building.
This enables more efficient maintenance, improved and perfectly
customized cleaning as well as a better overview of actually
necessary services. It also leads to higher efficiency and longterm cost savings.
rationell reinigen: How is digitization used in building cleaning?
Harald Griebel: In this sector, the so-called IoT (Internet of Things)
has long played an important role. An example of this is the intelligent washroom. Specially programmed sensors report soap
dispensers that must be refilled. In addition, tablets let users note
their degree of satisfaction about restroom cleanliness.
rationell reinigen: How can building service providers benefit
from this?
Harald Griebel: Internal networks and automated workflows
ensure improved cleaning quality by informing us in real-time
about the degree of soiling.
rationell reinigen: What do you see as the greatest challenges
of digitization?
Harald Griebel: One of the greatest challenges for building service
providers like us is certainly keeping up-to-date and constantly
adapting our business models. Otherwise, you can quickly lose
pace with the newest developments in the digital world.
A further challenge is standardizing systems while still r emaining
as flexible as possible. Customer requirements are different.
At Dorfner, we always respond to the individual needs of our
customers. We must thus create flexible systems that can adapt to
the often rigid IT environments.
rationell reinigen: Digitization is accelerating at maximum speed.
What could this mean for the future of building cleaning services
or its providers’ business areas?
Harald Griebel: There are no limits to the imagination here. For
quite some time, we have had a type of “InnovationLab” at our
company. Our goal is to rethink the future of our business sector
without any taboos. In addition, we try new things out that we
run into.
For example, we are currently at the starting block with so-called
Mixed Reality goggles – which will take us to the next step of
digitization. These classes let us digitally measure rooms and
directly prepare and call up information on technical data, piping
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Harald Griebel, Managing Director, IT and Vehicle Fleets at the
Dorfner Group.
Photo: Dorfner

or maintenance history. The technician then sees this information
in real time. Sensors connected with the goggles enable immediate
data transmission.
This allows the status of systems and system parts to be constantly
monitored. It makes repair and maintenance more efficient
because they can be carried out exactly when necessary. The
result is proactive repair and increased productivity. Aided by
the reported data, the Facility Manager can also easily determine
changed user behavior and take direct action.
rationell reinigen: In regard to data, data protection is very
important in Germany. With the advances in digitization, how can
the personal data of employees, customers and building service
providers be protected?
Harald Griebel: Germany has one of the most ambitious data protection laws of all. We strictly comply with all of these regulations.
In addition, our data protection officer also pays close attention
to compliance. But we are entirely aware how sensitive we must
remain. In addition to the legal component, data protection always
has an emotional component. The greatest possible t ransparency
towards our employees and customers is the best method of
dealing with skepticism.
rationell reinigen: What does technological progress mean for
employees who are constantly faced with new demands?
Harald Griebel: We are responsible that our employees are not
left behind. It cannot be avoided, however, that these advances are
harder for some employees than for others. Altogether, everyone
has to make themselves fit for digital progress. One action we
have taken in this regard is creating our in-house Hans-DorfnerAkademie.
rationell reinigen: Will people be eventually replaced by the
increasingly mature technologies?
Harald Griebel: No, definitely not. People are and will remain
indispensable because they are the ones who make buildings
“intelligent” in the first place. They are, so to speak, the i ntersection
between technology and buildings. Intelligent technologies and
tools are meant to facilitate and improve work as well as offer our
employees and our customers added value.
rationell reinigen: Mr. Griebel, thank you for the exciting insights
N
about your company.
rationell reinigen | markus.targiel@holzmann-medien.de
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Intelligent technology-based solutions can offer numerous benefits to cleaning and facilities management teams. 

Photo: Fotolia/Montri

Connecting operational systems

Smart service provision
from smart buildings
Technological advances, inventions and innovations have transformed the way we live and
work. Now there is an opportunity for the cleaning and facilities management industries to
deliver smarter services by using existing building management systems in a smarter way.
Most commercial buildings contain a growing number of technological devices and control systems, whether heating, ventilation and air conditioning, lighting, fire safety or security. Today it’s
possible to get more from buildings, by connecting these individual systems to share data to improve performance, reduce operating
costs and ultimately make better decisions. Buildings of the future
are connecting various systems to exchange information with each
other in an integrated, and dynamic way, helping to transform
the cleaning and FM industries. By using technology more intelligently, cleaning and facilities managers can gain a much clearer
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picture of what’s happening in their building and this can have a
powerful effect on the way that facilities are managed. This is crucial when clients expect the best results and innovative solutions,
but delivered in the most efficient way possible. Making cost and
time savings while maintaining high standards can sometimes be
tricky, but the latest smart building systems can help organisations achieve this.
The ability to integrate operational systems delivers more accurate
information to improve operations and helps to provide the best
experience for tenants and service providers within the building.
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For example, the data generated by an existing security system
could measure footfall and monitor building usage. This could
enable teams to manage cleaning provision more effectively. If
a room isn’t used as much as others, it may not require the same
regularity or intensity of cleaning.
Data from networked sensors in meeting rooms can help to manage room occupancy and inform service staff when a room needs
more refreshments or requires cleaning, helping service providers
respond to customer needs more effectively.
New platforms are being developed to connect machines, dispensers and other devices providing greater insight into equipment
usage and productivity, product consumption and operations. This
can help cleaning staff track the location of devices such as waste
paper bins and cleaning carts as they move within the building,
saving time for staff. Sensors can help track when a product is
running low. Cleaning operatives can have more control of their
schedule through mobile devices and more accurate information
about products and machinery to enable them to do their jobs
efficiently.
Clients are putting increasing emphasis on reporting and transparent information and the rise in smart buildings is helping the
cleaning and FM industry to manage contracts with a high degree
of informed decision-making and professionalism.
Intelligent use of data is also helping cleaning and facilities managers move away from a reactive model of asset maintenance
towards a genuinely proactive approach. New technologies, along
with remote monitoring and analytics can help with the proactive
maintenance of equipment. Analysis algorithms can detect problems in performance from failing equipment before they cause
expensive outages, maintaining optimum efficiency. This not only
reduces expense, but also avoids the extensive delays in responding and fixing the problem, during which time the asset is out of
action.
An effective working environment represents an enormous overhead and needs significant ongoing investment of managerial time
and resource. Cleaning and FM managers are hugely stretched
and can struggle to keep on top of the different services for which
they are responsible. The more streamlined a company’s facilities
management can be, the greater the operational efficiencies, and
ultimately, the greater the cost savings for the client.

Smart sustainability
Smart buildings use energy, water, and building resources more
efficiently. Access control systems, for example, can be used to
help reduce power or energy consumption. If a room is unoccupied, it won’t require the same level of heating or lighting as other
rooms, which would make a big difference in a multi-storey office
block. Information can also be used to extend capital equipment
life and save resources.
Data gathered from automated systems can be merged into a common platform for analytics and reporting. This provides those in
charge of sustainability and carbon footprint management with the
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visibility to see the big picture of their organization and measure
results no matter how many buildings or geographic locations
are involved.

Connecting people and technology
The most sophisticated software and elaborate hardware in the
world would be nothing without the people that use them to work
more effectively. In that sense, the people that run a smart building are a crucial component of its intelligence.
A truly smart building provides intuitive tools that are designed
to improve and enhance the existing efforts of the people on the
ground. Any building manager wants to get the most from their
money, so it’s important to bear in mind what you want the technology to enable people to do. Each sector, indeed each business,
has a unique set of needs. The diversity of solutions available from
the use of integrated data is as wide as the range of businesses out
there. The key is to first understand what it is you really need. All
technology systems produce data, but it’s selecting the correct data
to use and how you use it, that can lead to operational efficiencies,
and ultimately to cost savings.

Working smarter
When properly designed and carefully thought through, an intelligent technology-based solution can offer numerous benefits to
cleaning and facilities management teams. These include:
33
more effective asset management,
33
operational efficiencies from better building usage,
33
environmental efficiencies including less energy consumption,
33
procurement efficiencies ultimately leading to greater return on
investment.
As the smart building evolves, the sharing of information between
smart building systems and components will provide the platform
for further innovation. Future applications will become apparent
as facility managers interact with the tools and technology to do
their jobs better.
Increased building intelligence has far-reaching implications and
opportunities for service providers. Capturing the benefits of smart
technological solutions can result in smart service, retention of
staff and retention of contracts and there’s no doubt that the professional cleaning and FM sector will continue to make progress,
taking advantage of this innovative technology.
Professionals interested in how smart buildings are transforming
cleaning and facilities management can find out more at Facilities
Show 2018. The world’s largest dedicated FM event takes place at
N
ExCeL London from 19-21 June. 
Chris Edwards | markus.targiel@holzmann-medien.de

Chris Edwards
Event Director Facilities Show (London) | www.facilitiesshow.com
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Versatile floor scrubber
Kärcher’s new floor scrubber with one-disc technology has been
designed to clean hard and elastic floors as well as textile flooring,
just as it can be used for crystallizing stone surfaces and sanding
parquet floors. The machine has a working width of 43 centimeters.
Its 1,500-Watt electric motor ensures powerful propulsion. The
flat external area of the brush head is advantageous and enables
cleaning underneath shelves and other furniture. The completely
closed plastic handles protect the operator’s hands when using
the scrubber near the edges of walls or shelves. The highly mobile
guide rail enables precise, secure control. For simple transport to
the location being cleaned, the guide rail is locked and the machine
tilted. It can then be moved on its large wheels just like a suitcase
trolley. An array of brushes, pads and pad holders are available to
meet the demands of many applications. All accessories can be
mounted without tools and in only a few easy steps. An electric
socket underneath the handle on the guide rail allows the operation
of additional devices such as a foam generator for carpet cleaning.
When working with water and cleaning agents, 10-liter tanks can
be attached to the guide rail. A lever on the handle doses the water
supply during cleaning.
www.kaercher.com

A hygienic and
cost-effective
solution for any
business: the
Autocut paper
hand towel
dispenser.


Photo: Brightwell

design of it means that users can use a low grammage paper without
it ripping. The Autocut dispenser can run most types of paper towel
rolls including 1ply, 2ply, and 3ply.
The cutting blade is made of a compound, which re-sharpens itself
every time it cuts the paper, the cutting mechanism can be e asily
removed for cleaning and maintenance. To prevent damage or
pilferage, the dispenser has a secure key locking system.
The Autocut paper hand towel dispenser makes a hygienic and costeffective solution for any business.
www.brightwell.co.uk

Dispensers for schools

The BDS 43/150 C floor scrubber: many brushes, pads and pad holders for a
wide range of applications.
Photo: Kärcher

With its Katrin brand, sanitary room outfitter Metsä Tissue has
developed dispensers that are easy for all users to reach and
operate. The Katrin Inclusive dispenser series has various operating
areas and employs Braille signage. The series has passed all
security, durability and user tests with distinction and has been
certified accordingly by Bureau Veritas. The company recommends
its Katrin Inclusive paper towel d
 ispensing system together with
its Katrin Classic two-ply tissue for educationalinstitutions. Its
paper quality is visually appealing as well as soft and voluminous –
especially important features for p
 reventing irritation of children’s
delicate skin. Due to the roll remnant function in the dispenser, the
750-sheet paper roll has an additional reservoir and can be used

Compact paper hand towel dispenser
The Modular Autocut dispenser from Brightwell Dispensers is an
alternative to the standard paper towel dispenser. It provides the
user paper towels without needing to touch the dispenser – ideal
for environments where hygiene is paramount.
The Autocut dispenses one pre-measured sheet of paper towel at
a time thus reducing paper wastage and costs. The Autocut is also
one of the smallest autocut units in the market: It dispenses an
economical 23.5-centimeter towel length. This low maintenance
dispenser has a low pull strength, making paper easy to pull. The
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Katrin Inclusive dispensers are easy for children to reach and use.

Photo: Metsä Tissue
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until the last sheet is gone. The new soap dispensers ( 500 milliliters)
with full service contact area can be activated with no physical
effort. The soap foam c artouche and pump are sealed together and
can be exchanged together when refilling for increased hygiene. This
concept prevents germs or bacteria from developing in the pump,
resulting in completely hygienic soap.
The toilet paper dispensers contain two rolls of toilet paper.
Sufficient toilet paper is thus always available even during prolonged
replacement intervals. The automatic roll transfer system and
adjustable roller brake maintain seamless paper removal.
www.katrin.com

Hand hygiene with hybrid dispenser
Diversey Deutschland is now bringing IntelliCare to the German
market. This intelligent hand-hygiene system contains a patented
hybrid dispenser for contactless and manual operation. The flexible
dispenser system is suitable for hand soap and disinfectant, either in
liquid, gel, foam or cream form. The dose can be set for 0.4 milliliters
or 1 milliliter. The system notifies personnel at an early stage when
hygiene products must be refilled or the battery exchanged; this
guarantees smooth operation and prevents too early replacement.
“IntelliCare is a comprehensive dispenser system that redefines and
digitizes hand hygiene for constant hygienic conditions at all times,”
comments Michael Rohr, Marketing Lead Germany. 
IntelliCare ensures that hand hygiene is always guaranteed. The
system goes into manual operation if the battery is dead. Hygiene
safety is also guaranteed by real-time messages. Many hand hygiene
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IntelliCare is lockable and the
cartridges are designed to
fold together on their own so
as to completely empty.

Photo: Diversey

products are available for the dispensers. This allows individual
product selection depending on the circumstances.
www.diversey.com

Clean-running system for large surfaces
Fuma is presenting a new, strong system variant especially for large
foyers with much foot traffic. The specialist for clean systems has
expanded its product range to include the new Top Clean Stabil XL
series. The torsion-resistant, 39-millimeter wide aluminum p
 rofiles
with 2.5 millimeter-thick walls, provide lasting stability even in
extreme stress. The high storage capacity of static and dynamic
loads also guarantees long-lasting functionality.
Top Clean Stabil XL is especially designed for large-scale
deployment. It reliably stops dirt and wetness, e.g. in the entrances
to shopping malls, public buildings, car dealerships, airports as well
as office and administration buildings. Numerous system combinations are available for indoor and outdoor use. Fuma additionally offers individual solutions with heavy-duty baize strips in four
standard colors, and even with many special colors. For even greater
cleaning intensity, the company also offers 39-millimeter wide
brushes and slip-resistant rubber profiles. These features, together
with the baizes and profiled scraper bars, allow the implementation

IN ADDITION TO THE FRONT COVER

CLEANOVATE.
Future engineering
by Hako.

The future of cleaning technology is
already here – and has brought with
it innovations that open up whole
new perspectives. We, too, continue
driving these innovations: with new
developments that not only enable
autonomous cleaning in the first place
but make it safer as well.
Hako – cleanliness without
compromise.
www.hako.com
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of efficient planning concepts. Each mat is individually made to
customer specifications; recesses, beveling and rounding are
available. “Intensive load tests carried out by independent testing
institutes have shown that the new product innovation also withstands the weight of cars, commercial transporters and lift trucks,”
says m
 anaging director Ralf Geggus. In addition, Top Clean Stabil
XL scores with seamless sound insulation. The bottoms of all mat
systems have noise-reducing rubber profiles. Compared to foam
rubber insulation, this technology is particularly durable.
www.fuma.com

Impressive cleanliness: Chicopee’s DuraWipe cloths handle the most
varied industrial cleaning tasks.
Photo: Chicopee

Industrial all-purpose wiping cloths

Top Clean Stabil XL is a strong system with high form stability for
large foyers. 

Photo: Fuma

New coating for dark floors
The new coating Corridor Black S 739 from Buzil promises intense
black color and high opacity in combination with individual surface finishes. The new product is a further development of the
Metallic Star G 103 black dispersion. The label-free black dispersion, available in 10-liter canisters, has no metal salts and is suitable for surfaces like asphalt, stone, cement and cement-screed as
well as PVC without PUR compensation. It revives dark floors that
show color loss by covering them with a heavy-duty black protective
film. Its good spread properties as well as high filling and opacity
ensures an even surface, according to the company. In accordance
with DIN 51131, Black S 739 is slip-resistant. The manufacturer
r ecommends that floors
receive a transparent coating after treatment with the
product. In combination with
with a matte, glossy or highgloss sealer – e.g. Corridor
Matt S 737, Glorin S 734 or
Jewel S 741 – an individual
finish can be created.
www.buzil.com
Corridor Black S 739: heavy-duty
black protective film for dark
floors with colorloss. Photo: Buzil
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Chicopee has optimized its series of DuraWipe wiping cloths. The
new wipes are suitable for various industrial applications, from
hand-drying to cleaning machines or surfaces. Chicopee relies
on Spin Lace technology to increase absorbency, strength and
effectiveness.
Its series include DuraWipe Light, DuraWipe Plus and DuraWipe
Super. DuraWipe Light cloths are suitable for light cleaning tasks
such as wiping up liquid spills; DuraWipe Plus cloths combine
higher absorbency and solvent-resistance; DuraWipe Super cloths
eliminate stubborn stains such as industrial dirt, fat and oil.
www.chicopee.com

Premium work clothing
At the A+A 2017, Williamson-Dickie (Dickies) presented products
such as its DickiesPro line, an exclusive premium brand for workers,
and the expanded product line of its Everyday 24/7 colors.
DickiesPro combines high quality, durability, figure-accentuating
cuts and wearing comfort. The apparel is made of resilient high-tech
fabrics such as Ripstop, Cordura oder TenCate brand stretch. DickiesPro also makes highly functional shorts, holstered pants, softshell
jackets, T-shirts as well as compatible caps and belts in five color
combinations. In connection with Cordura-coated knee pads, both
pants variants are certified
in accordance with DIN EN
14404 F urther characteristics, such as the ergonomically optimized fit, highly
elastic stretch waistband,
m etal-free “non-scratch”
exterior as well as various
pockets and reflective areas,
make the professional pants
suitable for any work situaDickiesPro is the exclusive
new collection for workers.

Photo: Dickies
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tion. The Everyday 24/7 product range includes a black-yellow color
variant for overalls as well as sweatshirts. A
 ltogether, the p
 roduct
range has been expanded to twelve color combinations and over 130
articles. These also include waistband pants and jackets, shorts, softshell jackets and h
 oodies, T-shirts, fleece pullovers, vests and polo
shirts. A selection of color-coordinated safety shoe models is also part
of the c ollection. C
 lothing with many pockets offers plenty of space
for all the e quipment workers must carry. To protect against scratches, all zippers and buttons on waistband pants, jackets and vests
are hidden.
www.dickiesworkwear.com

The basis of the “Sanierungsfilm-Kit” is a suspension of natural latex that
binds spores and mold networks so that they can simply be peeled off after
drying. 
Photo: BC

Tubeless toilet paper system

“Sanierungsfilm-Kit” fights mold

Tork now offers a tubeless toilet paper system. According to
the manufacturer, it eliminates up to 88 percent of the normally
generated trash – which means more than 1,000 kilograms less
trash per year and 3,000 fewer trash sacks. The new tubeless toilet
paper system also simplifies the work of cleaning teams and thus
increases their efficiency. Two compact rolls in one dispenser last
up to five times longer than conventional Tork toilet paper rolls,
so that they need fewer refills and less storage space. The new
dispensers can also be used in connection with the IT-based Tork
EasyCube washroom service, which informs cleaning staff about
refill needs in real time. The award-winning Tork Elevation dispenser
design also helps improve a company’s image.
www.sca-tork.com

BC Restoration Products has now marketed the “SanierungsfilmKit” for eliminating mold damage in building interiors. The basis of
the kit is a liquid suspension of natural latex that is applied to the
infested surface. When it dries, it forms an elastic film that binds
dust as well as spores or mold networks and is subsequently peeled
off. The suspension can be used on various materials, including
masonry, plaster, wallpaper, gypsum or wood.
For a longer mold-prevention effect, the surface is then sprayed with
a deodorizing alcohol. An additional additive mixed into wall color
or wallpaper paste can also protect surfaces from renewed mold
occurrence. The Sanierungsfilm-Kit contains all necessary m
 aterials.
In addition to the film, the deodorizing alcohol and deodorizing wall
additive, the kit also includes paint rollers and heating irons for
applying the film, a color bucket for dosing, protective breathing
masks, disposable gloves and garbage bags. The content is sufficient for ten small surfaces with a damaged area of 0.5 square
meters (damage categories 0 and1). Combating the causes of the
mold is also very important.
Molds exist in many buildings. They are not only a visual and
hygienic problem but can also pose a health risk. Mold spores are
carried by the air and distributed throughout the building. They
remain on damp surfaces or settle as dust. They then develop
roots of m
 illimeters, sometimes even centimeters, that form a
dense u nderground n
 etwork. If the affected area is only s uperficially
sprayed, spores may only be stirred up, allowing the underlying
fungus to keep growing and to reoccur in a short time.
www.bc-rp.de

Two compact tubeless rolls in one dispenser last up to five times longer
than conventional toilet paper rolls made by Tork.
Photo: Tork
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FROM BEVERAGE CARTONS
TO THE SUSTAINABILITY
YOU CAN ACTUALLY SEE.

Amsterdam
May 15th-18th, 2018

Booth 12.301

EcoNatural, the ﬁrst paper + dispenser system
that breathes new life into beverage cartons.
Lucart Professional uses innovative technology to separate
beverage cartons into their component parts; from the cellulose
ﬁber it generates Fiberpack®, which it uses to produce the paper,
and from the aluminium and polyethylene it makes Al.Pe.®,
the new raw material from which the dispensers are manufactured.
The EcoNatural system is a sustainability achievement for us
and a concrete opportunity for you.
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